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Tours downtown area

Mondale praises Toledo
TOLEDO (AP) - Calling himself
"the best fisherman ever to run for
president," former Vice President
waiter Mondale shook hands with
hundreds of residents and toured
much of downtown redevelopment on
foot vesterdayas he wrapped up a
two-day campaign swing through
Ohio.
In the last of three stops that began
with a visit to Gov. Richard Celeste in
Columbus, Mondale lavished praise
on Toledo residents gathered for a
noontime rally, but took some credit
for federal Urban Development Action Grants that have helped finance
downtown revitalization.
"We had an administration in
Washington and a president that
would help the Toledos of this country
get back on their feet," Mondale said,
referring to his tenure under former
President Carter. "You had a federal
administration that cared. That's
missing today."
In 20 minutes of remarks to about
500 people assembled along the Maumee River, Mondale touched on vir-

tually every major campaign issue, eat at a downtown Greek restaurant,
from the federal deficit to nuclear where he kissed owner Ted Arvanitis'
war to the Equal Rights Amendment. daughter and wished her a happy 16th
He also said, if elected, he would
Mondale verbally assailed Presifish for walleye in Lake Erie and
"show a trick or two" to veteran dent Reagan on several subjects but
made only brief mention of Demoanglers.
You couldn't pick a president who cratic challenger Gary Hart, reiteratknows this town better. I've been here ing that Hart voted against a 1979
every year for the last 16 years," bailout for the Chrysler Corp., which
Mondale said. "I know you and you yesterday reported record earnings
know me and I've done everything tor the first quarter.
Mondale press secretary Maxine
you've ever asked me."
He drew moderate applause several Isaacs said the candidate wasn't igtimes from the crowd, which was noring Hart, who scored several early
made up primarily of union workers. primary victories but now trails MonWith Ninth District Congresswo- dale by several hundred Democratic
man Marcy Kaptur at his side, Mon- delegates.
dale took a walking tour of a
downtown development corridor
Mondale picked up the endorsement
where the Portside Festival Market- of Kaptur, a first-term Democratic
place, a new hotel and office building representative who originally supare in various stages of construction. ported the presidential Did of Sen.
Along the way, Mondale veered off John Glenn, DOhio.
course to greet passersby. joking with
Kaptur waited until Mondale's visit
workers at an optical shop that he to declare her support, passing up a
wanted to buy contact lens.
mass endorsement of Mondale from
Cheery throughout his visit, Mon- Lucas County Democrats on Wednesdale stopped for chatter and a bite to day.

Report causes war of words
COLUMBUS (AP) - Cleveland will
henceforth be known as "Rubesville,"
while Columbus is "The Blob That Ate
Central Ohio."
Those are the descriptions being
offered by newspaper columnists in
r<-:,imbus and Cleveland who have
initiated a war of words following a
new VS. Census Bureau report showing Columbus has replaced Cleveland
as the state's most populous city.
Bat questions about whether the
umtvat anything more
than Dragging rights depends on who
is being asked-and the dty in which
they live.
Pat Baker, Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce vice president for
public relations, said the new status
should help define the city's image.
"I tnmk that when they do learn
that Columbus is the largest dty just
by virtue of that fact they will then, I
hope, realize that yes, we have all
those nice dty amenities such

as... an art museum, symphony, balThe population update has been a
let, airport," Baker said.
boon for newspaper columnists.
CHERYL BOLAS, director of re"New census figures show that Cosearch for the Greater Cleveland lumbus is the largest dty in Ohio,
Growth Association, said contrasting finally passing Cleveland, or, as it will
populations within corporate limits from now on oe known here, Rubeswas an apple-to-orange comparison.
ville," wrote Joe Dirck, a Columbus
"It's implied that these are the Citizen-Journal columnist.
same size areas, and that is not true,"
Bolas said. "They have a bigger land
James Neff, Cleveland Plain Dealer
area than we do.
columnist, responded with his ac"What has happened is Out Colum- count of a personal visit to the annex■'ve annexed. Cleveland develearlier and does not annex. So
does have at this point,
within the corporate limits, a few leas
people/' she said.
But Bolas said a comparison of the
cities and the counties that surround
them - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas - shows Cleveland far
ahead of Columbus. She said the Columbus SMSA in I960 showed a population of 1,093,316 while Cleveland's
was pegged at 1,696,(25.

"For years, Columbus has been on
a feeding frenzy. The dty reminds
you of one of those creatures from a
B-grade science fiction movie. "The
Blob That Ate Central Ohio,' " Neff
said.
Dick Feagler, a free-lance writer
whose column appeared in The Columbus Dispatch, said, "It is a wellknown fad tha tpeop le were afraid to
drive through Columbus with potted
plants for fear the dty would annex
fee potting son."

Time to talk

bg news staff/Susan Cross

No, there is not a phone installed in the corridor of Ataseley Hall, but Andrea Schindler (right), sophomore graphic
design major, and Gena Gallagher, senior magazine journalism major, found it easier to "reach out and touch someone"
in the quietness of Moseley Hall. The two women were getting last minute details from their director on the upcoming

issue of Miscellany. See related story on page 4.

University teachers evaluated by peers, students
bers should set the prevailing standards as to the evaluation method
used within their departments.
A peer evaluation process used anThere should be enough freedom for
nually by some departments on cam- the departments to establish the
pus is a way to distribute merit pay to method of evaluation because of the
variations across disciplines, she
tieserving faculty members.
Since there is no specified method said.
According to Clark, there are no
of evaluation at the University, some
departments prefer peer evaluation, plans for the University to adopt a
while others use student evaluation or uniform system of faculty evaluation
for use by all departments.
both methods.
In peer evaluation, each departEloise Clark, vice president for
academic affairs, said faculty mem- ment chairman appoints an evaluaby April McClellon
stall reporter

tion committee of faculty members to
review the teaching, scholarly and
service accomplishments ot their
peers within the department.
Some professors say the peer evaluation process may not be the best
method to evaluate faculty members.
SPEAKING AS the former chairman of the Geography Department,
Joseph Spinelli, assistant dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, said,
"Given the state of the arts and the
instrument construction (teacher

evaluation), I would prefer to go with
the instrument that depended on student evaluation over the peer evaluationprocess.
"The students are involved in the
teaching situation on a regular basis
for a longer period of time," which
may enable them to give more accurate evaluations, he added.
Dr. Kathleen Hagan, chairwoman
of the Promotion, Salary and Tenure
Committee of the School of Art, said
an appointed six-member committee
in her department selects the number

The reports list teaching, service
of points given to faculty members in
teaching, service and research cat- and research accomplishments that
may be considered meritorious.
egories each year.
Committee members evaluate the
But, Hagan said the process can
credentials of all faculty members in become complicated because faculty
their department excluding them- members perform various types of
selves. Then faculty members submit research due to different areas of
a report using the Merit Information specialization in the School of Art.
Outline Sheet as a guide for evaluaTo eliminate these complications,
tion within the School of Art.
each area informs the "committee of
"When making the report it is nice what is significant in their areas as
that everyone has the same point of far as research is concerned, which
reference; therefore, the form serves aids the committee" in its evaluation,
this purpose," Hagan said.
Hagan said.

Use of video movies questioned Police investigate auto theft
by Don Lee
staff reporter

A national film company, in a recent letter to University President
Paul Olscamp, has questioned the
legality of showing rental video movies in residence halls.
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean d
students, said her office received a
copy d the letter from Olscamp's
office. The letter allegedly stated tie
showing d such videos in residence
halls violated copyright law.
"It's nd illegal as far as we know,"
Sulsen said. She was unable to idenr the film company sending the

letter,
Attorney Peter Halleck. d the
Bowline Green law firm of Halleck
and Halleck, 107 E. Court St., said
there was nothing illegal about showing rented videotapes as long as there
was no admission charge.
Most video cassettes are rented for
use in the home, Philip Mason, assistant to the president, said. Legal
counsels for the University have said
residence hall rooms are considered
"homes." in the legal sense.
Mason added, however, if the cassette Is shown in a common area such
as a lounge or TV room, then the
students might be violating the contrad with the commercial agency

•the.bottom lineW<1

Children
lure Gov.
for visit

renting the cassette.
According to Mason, another potential area of legal uncertainty occurs
when a large number d persons
watch a rented videocassette.
"If we have 20 people sitting in a
dormitory room watching a rented
cassette, then we have a gray area,"
Mason said.
"I would encourage them (the students) to specify to the commercial
agency the intended use d the video
cassette," Mason said.
If a cassette Is to be used for educational purposes, the "fair-use law" is
In effect Mason said the fair-use law
would allow the showing d a videotape if mere was no cost to the viewer.
.'.

_
named "Capital For A Day" fizzled.
Heidi Findley, a spokeswoman for
Celeste, said the governor tries to
visit one school district a month and
schedules the stops in areas considered unlikely for a temporary capital.
Thepower d the pen from 46 AtkinThe "Capital For A Day" program
son E3ementary School students re- was started by Celeste thrc? inonths
ceived an R.S.V.P. from the ago in what his office said was an
governor's office this week. He will attempt to take the government to the
visit on April 27.
people. Celeste will make Hamilton
An earlier campaign by local offi- the fourth temporary capital next
cials and residents to gd Fremont week.
FREMONT, Ohio (AP) - A group d
Fremont third-graders have succeeded where local officials failed in
attempts to lure a visit from Gov:
Richard Celeste.

by Ben Morrison
staff reporter

For the first time this school year,
University police are investigating
the theft of an automobile from an oncampus parking lot
Dean Gerkens, assistant director d
Public Safety, said car thefts are nd
very common at the University and
he was optimistic about recovering
Hie car. "There was a streak here last
year when six cars were stolen," be
said, "and we recovered three d
those."
Matthew Holbein, a sophomore
business administration major, told

inside

index

Buchwald/York
campus/local
state/world

Klice he parked his blue, 1977 Datsun
210 in Lot 6, just east of Doyt L.
Perry Fidd on April 7. However,
when he returned to use his car April
18, it was nd there.
"I've never had any trouble with it
being out there (Lot 6)," Holbein said,
"at least until now."
Though his car is covered by insurance, Holbein said his insurance company has a 30-day grace period that
will temporarily keep him from having a car.
"I'm supposed to start work May 14
so that 30-day wait will cause problems," Holbein said, adding "I just
want my car back."
Gerkens said the car may have

1
3
.6
5
S

already been recovered by a police
department.
"If they have and have run it
through the NCIC (National Crime
Institute Commission), he'll get it
back," Gerkens said.
The NCIC receives a list d every
car stolen and found across the United
States. Gerkens said if someone calls
inauiring about a car, the NCIC can
tell the person if it has been found and
where to get it.
"People will put in orders for cars,"
Gerkens said. ''If someone wants the
car bad enough they'll get it."
Gerkens said if a thief can't gd a
car in 30 seconds, he usually leaves it.

weather

• Music library boasts large collection. Page 3.
• Miscellany wins third place in
journalism contest. Page 4.
• Students for Animals continues
war against cruelty. Page 4.

Cloudy m fhe morning, clearing
and sunny by afternoon High in the
50s and a low m the 30s
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editorial— Foreign policy Congress' fault
Reagan should be
loser in Lebanon
It is beginning to look like President Reagan is willing to
blame everyone but himself for the disaster his administration's foreign policies have turned into.
He somewhat reluctantly, as well as arrogantly, took the
blame for the tragedy in Beirut last Oct. 23 that killed 241
U.S. servicemen.
Hie president even startled some of his White House staff
recently when he appealed to Congress for a bipartisiaii
effort on foreign policy, and blamed them for the failure of
the mission in Lebanon. One staffer told The Washington
Post that it "sounded like the president was talking out of
both sides of his mouth."
Hie president not only ignored the pleas of Congress
concerning the disaster in Lebanon, but be also ignored an
almost unanimous outcry from his own administrators.
Instead of taking the blame like John Kennedy or Jimmy
Carter did, he has aimed the mission's demise at Congress,
the media, and foreign governments. The Long commission a panel of top military specialists and chiefs of staff - laid the
blame clearly on decisions made and signed by Ronald
Reagan.
After the Oct. 23 attack, a humbled president said that
U.S. "vital interests" were at stake in Lebanon and keeping
the marines there was "central to our credibility on a global
scale."
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, White House Chief
of Staff James A. Baker III, 90 percent of the Republican
congressional leadership, and every member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff openly, and formally, lobbied for the withdrawal of the troops in Lebanon and declared Reagan's stance
after the bombing an outrage. But still Reagan refused to
withdraw. He painstakingly tried to save a mission smeared
with the blood of 241 American fighting men.
Ronald Reagan has been allowed to play politics with
American lives, and he has lost. We can only hope that come
November, Americans will realize ahead of time the price
they will have to pay for letting an "uncontrollable" Reagan
back in the Oval Office.

Life with the computer
can be somewhat dull
by Beth Casey
Hie student is in the privacy of her
own study. The room contains a typewriter, stereo, video-tape machine,
and a computer word processor with
the ability to reach out to obtain
information on the screen from the
university and local libraries. (She
can also reach out to her bank or
grocery store to transact essential
o—lnm - thus saving time for
study.) One book case contains approximately 25 hard-bound volumes
of texts. A second book case contains
more than 100 volumes - a copy of
every text essential to her in the
disciplines which she is presently
studying. These books are contained
in several discs which line the
shelves. (Her library and equipment
were purchased at a cost of approximately $600).
The student is busy reading an
assigned text in a Shakespeare class
which she obtained for four cents. The
text is "Hamlet," and she is reading
the famous soliloquy - "To be or not
to be..." She has grown somewhat
disconcerted with Elizabethan language: and as she reads, she occasionally adjusts the text writing in the
word burdens'' for "fardels" in the
phrase, "Who would fardels bear, to
grant and sweat under a weary life."
Feeling in a creative mood, she
adds several lines of her own at the
end of the soliloquy, together with
several mental notes on the organization of the soliloquy itself. (The student's text is easily altered, although
a canonical text of "Hamlet" is available.)
The voice on the video disc gives
several directions in a warm,
antly modulated tone. The
screen gleams in the glowing dusk.
The voice directs her to several Re-

naissance critical text including E. M.
Tnlyard's"The Elixabethan World
Picture," and Mariorie Nicolson's
"The Breaking of the Circle" for a
clearer understanding of melancholia, and of the concept of the chain of
being.
She draws the discs from her packet
and begins to review the texts. She
prepares to write a paper which she
will present on a floppy disc. As she
types, she adds some comments
orally to aid her teacher's comprehension of her thinking. The class
meets for one hour and forty minutes
each week. She has five such classes
meeting, once each morning. Her fullclass schedule is ten hours a week for
five courses.
The student's eyes are growing
dim. She has cut two of her classes
and has not seen her professor in two
weeks. The class is a lecture discussion and the teacher has a rather
hectic style. She prefers her video
disc. Her eyes slide slowly along the
walls of her study, and she notes her
film and text collection.
The computer hums quietly and
speaks softly when she presses the
button for the second assignment. She
feels safe and secure in the environment of her study, but she is restless.
She thinks of walking to the Recreation Center where she might meet
some friends, go swimming, then
continue to the Student Union. Somehow she does not have the energy.
She knows few students in her
classes, and has not made one friend
this semester. She places the video
disc of Sir Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet" in the slot. She listens to the voice
of the famous actor. She nods asleep.
The author is director at the center
for educational options and beads the
University's eBort to reform general
education requirements. She is a pcet
and teacher of literature.

W« Invite yoa to write letters to the News addressing whatever
concerns you We want to print your point of view. Letters should be
typewritten or at least legibly printed, and signed. Limit your letter to 200
words. Because all letters must be verified, please Include your address
and phone number where you can be reached during regular business
hours. '.■■"
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by Art Buchwald

One of the greatest problems, when
an incumbent president is running for
office, is how to differentiate a political trip he takes from one when he is
on the nation's business. If Mr. ReaEan goes out campaigning, the Repubcan Party is supposed to pay for it,
but if he is traveling as a president,
the taxpaver does. We're not talking
about nickels and dimes. Every time
the president leaves the White House
with his entourage it runs into hundreds of thousands of dollars.
So who make:; the decision whether
the president is out on the road making a political speech or delivering an
inspirational message as this country's elected leader?
The White House staff does.
"How do you decide when Mr. Reagan is going out for political reasons,
and when he goes out for presidential
ones?" I asked a friend at the White
House.
"We're very careful not to confuse

the two," he said with a straight face.
"During an election year it's always a
close call."
"What are the criteria?" I wanted
to know.
"Well, if the president flies out to
attend a luncheon of businessmen to
explain how well his economic plans
are working, after inheriting the
worst financial mess in 40 years from
the Democrats, then that would be a
presidential trip and considered nonpolitical."
"Would a speech to the fundamentalist preachers about prayers in
school be considered political or presidential?"
"Presidential, of course. The president would never make the prayer
issue political. Only the liberal Democratics would do that."
"Recently, one of the president's
main themes in his speeches around
the country is that Congress is responsible for all his failures in foreign
policy, including Lebanon. He has
almost called them traitors. Would
the upcoming elections have anything
to do with the thrust of his remarks?
"Certainly not. The president has a

"Who picks up the tab when the
president goes out to talk to a group of
Republican women about the unfairness of the so-called gender gap?"
"It depends. If the president stops
off on the trip to visit someone whose
house has been washed away by a
flood, then the taxpayer does. If he
flies directly to the speech without
"It's important that the people see filling a sandbag, then the Republican
their president, and the more he gets Party would."
around to the key electoral states, the
"It appears to me then, that so far
stronger the message he is sending to most of the president's sojourns
the Soviets that we intend to have haven't cost the party too much
peace through strength. It is also his money."
duty as Commander-in-Chief to warn
"President Reagan would never use
the nation of the disastrous conse- his high office to campaign for requences of a nuclear freeze now being election at the expense of the taxpayput forth by the presidential candi- ers. As he said in New York last week,
dates in the opposition party."
every one of them is much better oft
today than they were four years ago."
"Some might interpret those as
"When will the president dig Into
political speeches in an election the Republican war chest for his reyear," I said.
election?"
"If he stays presidential, not until
"How can they be considered politi- he goes to Dallas in August for the
cal when the nation's freedom is at Republican convention."
stake, and all he is saying is that the
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Democrats would deliver us into the
hands of the Communists?"
Los Angeles Times Syndicate

Some people always fight the IRS
by Kenneth York
It is always easy to tell that it is
spring. You can be fooled by buds and
birds in the trees, or college students
hopefully wearing shorts and shades,
but the surest sign of spring is long
lines at the post office the day that
income taxes are due...
The traditional American way of
protesting high taxes has never been
violent demonstrations in the streets,
at least not since the Boston Massacre
and the Revolutionary War. Tax protestors usually seek more subtle
means of protest such as grouchy
grumbling, or more often, putting off
filing until the last possible moment.
No matter how easy the IRS makes
their forms, there will always be
some who never file early, even when
they will be getting a refund. This is a
strange and self-defeating habit because it takes longer to get a refund if
you file late - if you wait until the
deadline it will take 10 weeks. It also
means, if you will be getting a refund,
that the government will be able to
use your money longer, and you will
get less time to earn interest on the
money, or less time to enjoy that new
color TV set that the refund check will

Delta Ups. bike race
disturbance unneeded
This University has few "traditional"
events, but the annual Delta Upsilon
Bike Race is certainly one of those
few, and I understand, the oldest
greek event on this campus.
I am embarrassed for the mother
who felt that she had to endanger the
lives of other sons, so that she could

buy. Everyone should be allowed one
small, harmless, although irrational
protest against excessive taxation.
According to the IRS, which in true
mindless bureaucratic fashion keeps
track of such things, more people than
ever before are applying for extentions on their filing date, perhaps
another mild form of protest against
the system. However, such procrastination can be rather painfully counterproductive because to get the
extention you must estimate the tax
that you owe to within 10 percent of
the actual amount. If you actually
owe less, you get a refund, and the
IRS will not send you a thank-you note
for letting them use your money for
those four months, and you've lost
(taxable) interest income, too. If you
owe more than you estimated, you
pay the extra tax plus 11 percent
interest. With the IRS it's like betting
against the house: in the long run you
can only lose.
Recent headlines have made much
ado about Reagan's rather large refund, due to overpayment on last
year's taxes by thousands of dollars.
This is something new to politics. Awe
and disgruntled amazement was the
standard response to Nixon's tax returns, because though he was quite
wealthy, he paid very little tax. Presidents since Nixon have been very

pick up her own son.
The DU group did everything that
might be expected of them to avoid
traffic problems for the bikers. Was
that mother completely blind to the
campus community in her zeal to
accomodate herself and her son?
As a "townie" mother, BGSU employee I apologize for this unfortunate
interruption to the annual bike race. I
know this is an important event to
students and alumni. You DUs and
racers deserve greater respect from
those of us who share the campus
facilities.

careful, in their full disclosure, to pay who actually like the withholding sysa substantial amount, even if they tem because it is a kind of forced
could have claimed additional deduc- savings plan for people who find it
tions or credits and paid much less hard to save. Withholding is rather
tax. Reagan seems to have set a like a payroll deduction plan - you
precedent that will be hard to follow. can't spend the money if you never
see it. For some, the annual aversiveThe average taxpayer's refund ness of reading tax instructions and
check will have fewer zeros to the left filling out tax forms is balanced by a
of the decimal than Reagan's; the yearly refund check.
average refund this tax season is $780.
Tax time also brings the entrepreSome critics have suggested that this neurs out of winter storage, ready and
clearly demonstrates that the with- anxious to provide products and servholding system is faulty, that it with- ices for people who will be getting a
holds too much, which necessitates refund. Appliance stores will have
these huge refunds. But the IRS as- sales on refrigeratros. Car dealers
sures us that making the withholding will take a refund check as the down
tables more accurate would also payment. Loan companies will loan
make them too complicated and ex- you money at exorbitant rates of
pensive for business to use. From interest, using your refund as collatsuch an explanation one might get a eral. Both the economy and the ecolbrief feeling of fraternal warmth ogy are greening in the spring.
knowing that the IRS is just looking
This year the IRS will mail out $60
out for our best interests, just trying
to make things easier for us all - until billion in refund checks: $60 billion
one remembers that the withholding would cut the budget deficit by a
3stem, strangely and unexpectedly, third. Imagine if the IRS began sendways seems to err on the side of ing out letters saying, "Dear Taxcollecting too much tax, rather than payer, because of the size of the
too little. A person with a curious federal budget deficit, we will not be
nature might suspect that the IRS issuing any refunds this year, Warm
thinks that it is easier to find a tax- regards... "
payer who is owed a refund than a
Kenneth York, a columnist ter the
taxpayer who owes takes.'
News is a third year graduate student
Of course, there are some people in industrial psychology.

Perhaps it is time for the City
Police or Campus Safety to protect
these bikers by posting DETOUR
signs or whatever is necessary to
allow the safe completion of the annual bike race.

Elizabeth Greene
Graduate Registration
121 McFall Center

Inmate looking for
penpal and friend
I am presently incarcerated at Lima
Correctional facility. What I seek to

be and seek to find is friendship - one
of the few things in this world that is
of true value.
I am 20 years old - brown hair and
eyes - please write if you care to. But
before you decide against it please
remember -1 was first a human being
before given the term "convict," and
I shall continue to be a human being
forevermore.
Write to:
Dwoyne E. Otey
156-609
P.O. Box 4671
Lima. Ohio 45802

by T Downing and T deary
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right to inform the people of this
country who should be blamed for the
collapse of his bipartisan foreign policy, and the loss of American lives,
whether he makes the speech in New
York, Chicago or Los Angeles."
"Couldn't he do that from the White
House?"

sg^^
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MICHAEL STAWL£Y 8WP TOO
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A Music library houses tons of tunes
dously since 1967 when Schurk said he versity's music library, located on the
started to "beg, borrow and cajole" third floor of Jerome Library, said
albums for the collection. Now he she would like to see more use of the
Students who use the music library acquires an average of 300 to 400 facilities by students other than music
are using one of the largest collections albums every month through dona- and popular culture majors.
The library contains books, music
of popular music recordings in an tions, dealer catalogues, and trips to
American academic institution, flea markets and thrift shops.
. scores, trade magazines, portraits,
according to William Schurck, sound
Schurk said it is a "major venture" biographies and thousands of sound
recordings archivist.
to catalog everything coming into the recordings from jazz, folk and popucollection because each song on each lar music to comedy, gospel and opThe Sound Recordings Archives album is listed separately in the card era.
contains about 225,000 recordings of catalog.
"Most people don't realize how
popular music, including records, cylHe added space is running out on broad-based the facility is," Findler
inders and tapes. Schurk said the the shelves due to the rapid expansion said. "We have more than Quiet Riot
collection includes popular music. and this involves "a constant life of and Beethoven."
Jazz, theater, folk songs, comedy and shifting" to make room for the new
She said the music library is used
mostly by students in music and popusermons.
arrivals.
The archives have grown tremenLINDA FINDLER. head of the Uni- lar culture classes for research and
bv Carol Porter
reporter

class listening assignments, but anyone with a current validation card can
use the materials.
The library also provides a taping
service for students and professors
who need music for class presentations or projects. Fidler said anyone
who uses this service must provide
their own tape - either cassette or
reel-to-reel - and give the library 4»hours notice.
She said radio-television-film majors often use this service to get
background music and sound effects
for productions.
But the library will not tape whole
sides of albums for students. Fidler
said such taping is illegal.

Two Falcon fencers head to nationals
Division Championships of the U.S.
Fencing Association in Cleveland.
reporter
Cowan and Faithful both captured
third place in the epee division. The
Two of three Falcon fencers who top three in each division advanced to
competed in divisional the nationals.
Foil and sabre are the other two
championships earlier this month
have advanced to the U.S. National divisions. Unlike foil fencing in which
only the torso is the target, the whole
Fencing Championships.
Patti Cowan, senior computer sci- body is the target in epee.
ence major, and Capt. George FaithFaithful said epee is "the most
ful, assistant professor of aerospace cautious of the three. Nobody gets
studies and fencing club adviser, hurt."
He added the competition at the
qualified for the national
championships at the Northern Ohio tournament was tough. "We have
by Brian Ball

b now$$,a,, ;orn s v

Tuned in

°
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Penny Schiek, a graduate student working on her master's degree in music
education, follows a musical score while listening in the music library on the
third floor of Jerome Library.

POTATO$3.95
SKINS
Entire Month
of April
The Best
Appetizers
in Town

SUNDANCE
352-1092

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS
•449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

•322 1/2 E. MERRY
•602 2nd STREET
•710 1/2 ELM
•228 S. COLLEGE
• 523 1/2 N. ENTERPRISEEFF.

•825 3rd STREET
Call today for an appointment
328 S. MAIN

I
I
I
I

Monty's offers you
Design Freedom Perm
s
33 value
i^lvfW

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
We have more for less.

352-1165

• Check us out and see the improvements
before you lease
• Talk to our present residents about
the 'NEW Campus Manor then sign fast
• We are filling up, on site Office (B-15)

OPEN DAILY
352-9302

I

Although he said he could beat most
of tSe fencers in the Midwest, he
conceeded the East and West coast
fencers were very competitive.
The national competition in Chicago
is the final qualifying opportunity for
the Olympics. However, women's
epee is not an Olympic event.

$1.75

Special

BOWL OF HOMEMADE S00P
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD
11a.m.-3p.m.

124W.Wooster

| 352-2611

the nation last year.
"I have high aspirations for myself
- I'm in goodshape" Faithful siud. He
will be one of 300 men epeeists In the
single-elimination competition in Chicago in June.

Everyday

ZiO includes haircut

good through April 30 valid only with
coupon walk-ins welcome

• New ownership - same great locafion

•605 2nd STREET
•245 N. PROSPECT

352-5620

I

some high class fencers in northern
Ohio."
Chris McHenry, junior biology/microbiology major, also competed in
Cleveland.
"I had to fence (Chris) first, which
bummed me," Cowan said . She and
McHenry said they had difficulty
fencing each other because, having
practiced together, they knew what
the other would do.
McHenry lost, but finished fifth in a
field of nine.
Cowan also defeated Lisa Eros of
Cleveland, who was ranked second in

SUMMER SPECIALS

Efficiencies

$150 month all utilities

1 Bedroom
$175 month all utilities paid

2 Bedroom
$200 month plus gas & elec
(landlord pays water and sewage)

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

HELP WANTED
FOOD OPERATIONS EMPLOYMENT
Food Operations job applications for Fall 1984
employment will be distributed to students on:
Wednesday, April 25, 1984, 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 Noon only in the Second Floor
Lounge, Student Services Building.
Thursday, April 26, 1984, 1:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. only in the Forum of the Student
Services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications in
order to insure that as many students as possible
have the opportunity to apply for a job with Food
Operations. Students should take the completed
application to the appropriate dining hall/snack bar
by Friday, May 4, 1984. Applications will not be
accepted after that date.
PLEASE NOTE: This will probably be the only time
for Upperclassmen to obtain an application for Fall
Employment with Food Operations due to the fact
that Student Employment applications will be taken
during Pre-Reg this summer and any remaining jobs
will be filled at that time.
Students planning to return to BGSU next fall and wish to be
employed by Food Operations should not miss this opportunity for
early application.

■campus/local—
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Student groups try to curb Graduates heavily recruited
cruel treatment to animals CSP among best in nation
A University organization is doing everything
from selling Easter baskets to circulating petitions to do its part in the
war against cruelty to animals.
The University chapter
of Students for Animals,
together with the Kappa
Sigma Stardusters, is selling Easter baskets to raise
money to help prevent Canadian harp seals from
being clubbed to death for
their fur.
The two groups are also
circulating a petition on
campus to prevent the extermination of the pigeons
roosting in Moseley Hall.
SFA Chapter President
Dolores Hedges, senior
theater major, said the
money raised from the

•CUT
• CONDITIONERS
* Does not include
shampoo

SFA CHAPTER founder
Gregory Gorney, senior
restaurant management
major, said a recentlypassed Canadian law specifies only a person intending to kill a harp seal can
get within 25 feet of it.
The Seal Protection Act
states a person may not
approach a harp seal unless that person intends to
kill the seal, Gorney said.
"What it does is protect
the hunters," Hedges

$

REG.
110

5

.LEAK.

budget meeting.
"We'll collect as many
(signatures) as we can
get," he added. "The pigeons aren't hurting any-

by Jolene Aubel
sip" reporter

Graduate students in the
College Student Personnel
program do not spend all of
their time taking classes.
They are getting practical
experience as unit directors of Greek housing
units, hall directors and
assistant hall directors.
Suzy Maholchic, unit director of Alpha Chi Omega
sorority, spends only part
of her day taking classes
working toward her master's degree in CSP. She
also gets practical experience working as adminsitrative assistant to Wayne
Colvin, director of small
housing and greek

for Animals is
dedicated to eliminating
all forms of cruelty to animals, Gorney said. It is
against experimentation
on laboratory animals,
cruelty to pets and cruelty
to wildlife "in the name of
sport."
Gorney represented the
University chapter at a
rally in Washington, D.C.
over the weekend, sponsored by Mobilization for
Animals, a coalition of animal-rights organization.
The rally was in protest of
the use of leg-hold traps
and "in general, the wildlife policies of the (national) administration,"
Gorney said.

College Student Personnel provides "leaders in
higher education," according to Dr. Gerald Sad-

dlemire, chairman of the
CSP department. Possible
jobs after graduation include director of housing
or director of student activities.
ACCORDING TO Saddlemire. graduates of the
CSP program are among
the most sought after in the
country.
"We usually have complete placement with several offers for graduates,"
he said.
Maholchic said, "After I
receive my master's degree. I would like to work
in placement and career
counseling, working toward someday becoming a
dean."
The program requires no
specific undergraduate deEie for entrance. "We
ve students from the
fields of psychology, education, communications

works at the University
while an extern gets experience from one of the 12
participating area colleges
and universities.
Maholchic said, "I would
rather be on campus in this
larger environment than
extern for a smaller college like Adrian College."
According to Saddlemire, an extern is released from the
participating college to
lake classes at the University while they continue to
work. Of the 80 students
enrolled, 25 are working as
e items.

and business," Saddlemire
added.
GREG DECRANE, acting associate dean of students and a 1974 graduate
of the program at the University received his undergraduate degree in
business.
"Working with different
campus administrators as
an undergraduate, I became interested in that
kind of work," he said. He
remains active in the program by providing two
assistantships through his
office.
"An assistantship provides a professional opportunity to work in the field
with experienced supervisors while the student is
taking classes at the University," Saddlemire said.
These assistantships can
be either an intern or extern experience. An intern

"The students make up
their own mind on whether
to take an extern or intern
experience," he said.
To help these students
manage financially, the
University offers a waiver
of instructional fees and
non-residential fees.

Miscellany magazine's first issue wins awards

Good for Fri. 4/20

LAYER CUT

added.
In opposition to the law,
the Fund sent its trawler.
Sea Shepherd, Into the Gulf
of St. Lawrence last year
to spray seals. One thousand seals were sprayed
and eight volunteers participating were arrested.
Gorney said the United
States and the European
Common Market have
banned the import of harp
seal pelts, closing the principle market for the pelts.
Over the protests of Canadian citizens, the Canadian government has
authorized $1 million in tax
money to open up a new
market.
"The struggle for seals is
certainly not over," Gorney said.
the pigeon petition has
collected about 200 signatures, Hedges said, and
will continue circulating
until the University's next

Easter basket sale will go
to the Fund for Animals, a
national volunteer-run organization based in New
York.
The Fund will use the
money to send volunteers
to Canada to spray dye on
5oung harp seals, Taking
ie pelts useless to hunters. The dye is organic and
wears off gradually,
Hedges said.

by Don Lee
stall reports*

Miscellany, the campus
magazine, it takes a lot of
hard work and dedication
to put out a quality publicaIt takes more than begin- tion.
Miscellany was awarded
ner's luck to produce an
award-winning magazine third place in a four-state
regional competition for
in the first issue.
According to Vicki Hes- "Best All-Around Student
terman, journalism in- Magazine" by the Society
structor and adviser for of Professional Journaby Lorry Harris
staft reporter

(CLOSED MONDAYS)
-SU2IE-

Located In Stadium Viaw Shopping Canlar

lists/Sigma Delta Chi.
The award, presented
last weekend at a banquet
at Ohio University, was
given for the fall, 1963 issue
which was Miscellany's
first. The magazine was
formerly titled Black
Swamp Magazine.
"It was a very pleasant
surprise," Gena Gallagher

senior magazine journalism major and Miscellany editor said. "They said
we had a very balanced
issue with features that
were both helpful to students and healthy."
In addition, Michelle
Maulorico, senior journalism major, received first
place honors in the mag-

azine articles category for
her story "A Tragedy
Turned Around," about the
recovery of Bowling
Green's Clint Garber, the
victim of a drunk driver,
who later became founder
of the Wood County chapter of Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers. Maulorico's story is now entered in

"Resurrection Day" at
7:30 p.m. in the main
sanctuary of Hope Temple
Church, 4500 N. Main St.,
Findlay.

Concert - Concert Band I,
directed by Glenn Hayes,
will give a free concert at 8
p.m. in Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Cen-

ter.

the national competition
sponsored by SPJ/SDX.
"It was a very riveting
story," Gallagher said. "It
was well-written, informative and visually attracting, the best piece in that
issue."
The next issue of Miscellany is set for release on
Monday, April 23.

i—dateline

THE HAIR REPAIR

Friday, April 20

"Where Quality Comes First"
Opajn 10«m-6pm
Ph. 352-2566

Peace Week Event - "The
Day After" will be shown
today at 4 p.m. in 111 South
Hall. Free and open to all.

Easter Cantata - The
Hope Temple Choir and
Orchestra will be presenting the Easter cantata

^\ 516 E. WOOSTERI r—
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~ 352-1504 Si
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6 FREE LIKE
W/ANY 14" (1) ITEM
OR MORE MYLES' PIZZA.
DELIVERY ONLY

i:

EXP. 4/30/84

LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA

ONLY 4.50
EAT IN, PICK UP, OR DELIVERY
FRIDAY ONLY

if

happy carter

PNroURaYMPlANS
AND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD

Monday, April 23
Poetry Reading - Donald
Hall, one of America's best

known contemporary poets, will give a reading at
8:30 p.m. in 210 Math-Science Bldg. Admission is
free.

BLACK STUDENT UNION
Come and meet the candidates
lor the lues. Mprii u elections
MONDAY APRIL 23 7:30 Dm N.E. COMMONS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Summer

1

LOFT STORAGE
CALL SOON 352-3836
tr— Loft Pickup (4/20-5/11)
Free Fall Delivery (8/24-9/12)
• Vary Raoionobla (•*
• for Information and fo ordV coll
• Tho IOFT CONSTRUCTION and
STORAGE SERVICES
• Prejton Gondy owntr. manage.

I^ERJW

183 S. Main 354-2277
Carry oul or Eal in

,

Open Easter Sunday

1
1

Speciala: Almond Chicken &
Sweet & Sour Pork

$1.00 off
WITH THIS AD
THIS SUNDAY ONLY
We now aatr nr* mrmrn*

THE STARSHIP

ENTERPRISE
wi I be landing at a
Ballroom near you!
MAY 2, 1984

CALL

$25 OFALL
!4K GOLD RINGS
bee tour lostens Representative for details of fostens Easy Payment Plans.

4/23-24

11-4:00
*ne

Dale

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Pbce

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

for details

ICELANDAIR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE.
LUXEMBOURG

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included *gas heat 'laundry
facilities "drapes 'carpet «party & game room
•swimming pool "sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished $265-unfurnlshed Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

IQSTENS LS THE OFFICIAL AWVRDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OLYMPIC GAMES
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
HOURS: Monday-Friday 8-5
Saturday 9-5

iirytift

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom
fm mm*nm M ctarrmM HMIIH MI MU

ALSO LOW COST SIRVKt TO MR*. PRMRMNT AM MCf.

MAUTt Of «LA«) A»wauO€lMin*MIXTrVM

■ r irr deluxe maorcuech from Luxembourg to arkrcl cam in
Germany. Bdpum and Holland ■ Bargan Iran lam to SwmrrUnd
•ndrrance • S-petStvrrcarraaub(roaiS*»wrtkn
Luxembouri ■ Free www -*n dvtner. coaytac after
s*.. «.nXI.„ Ma, I J*.t» IW4 ;*!«.«*• I * «. **•» ■ar*MrWH

HiaVf.'TEL"?'''Lft*T*"*■»■"■"■
wm-* **™ »»»-•«'.■
•Wit*
>II1 far*. ti* b» WtMaar .**„ «,«,«..
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sports
Netters host top MAC teams
by Tom Reed
spoils 'eporter

Before a big game or series, it is
not uncommon tor athletes to play
down its importance. But, members of Bowling Green's tennis
team admitted this weekend's
showdown against Mid-American
Conference rivals Toledo and Miami is a lot more than "just another game."
"We really need a big win in the
MAC this weekend to boost our
confidence," Warren Kramer, Falcon sixth-man said. "We've beat
the teams were suppose to, but we
haven't won a match where we
were the underdog. This weekend
will be a great opportunity for us."
WHILE STILL early in the MAC
season, this weeekend's quadrangular, which start today at 3 p.m.
on Keefe Courts, could make or
break the Falcons' title chances.
If BG could post two wins against
first place Miami and Toledo, the
Falcons would be near the top of
the MAC standings, while a pan- of
losses would virtually eliminate
them from the race. Indiana University at Purdue-Fort Wayne will
be the fourth team competing.

BG, 1-1 in the MAC, 11-7 overall,
enters the contests with a two
match winning streak including a
league victory over Central Michigan last Saturday.
Fifth-man Alan Benson has been
the Falcons' most impressive netter over the past two weeks. Benson, a senior, has logged five
straight victories, and posted 2-0
MAC mark, while Krammer, 10-*,
is also undefeated in league play.
Second-man Steve Beier, however,
owns the teams best singles record
at 12-7 and Is 1-1 in the MAC.
BEIER, A junior, said BG has a
good chance in both matches and
with the loss of several key
Redskin players, the Falcons
might have a shot at beating perenial powerhouse, MU.
But, beating MU will be easier
said than done. The Redskins, one
of the pre-season favorites, lead
the MAC with a 24) mark and are
14-10 overall. Miami defeats have
come few and far between in the
MAC as the Redskins own an incredible 104-2 record over the last
12years.
Fourth-man Murray Bennetto
has MU's best singles mark at 15-9.
Dave tawton has a 7-1 record and

four Redskin netters have registered 2-0 MAC mark.
WHILE THE Redskin netters
are getting most of the attention,
BG coach Bob Gill said Toledo
might be this years MAC sleeper.
The Rockets are 9-6 overall, as
Swedish import Jan Olsson and
Brad Minns nave recorded impressive 11-4 marks.
However, Gill said TU's most
glaring weakness is their lack of
depth which was evident in their
two MAC losses to Ohio University
94 and Western Michigan 6-3.
Gill added BG will have to play
near flawless tennis to win both
matches and a big factor in the
Falcons success will be "mental
intensity."
"We are going to have to play
near our peak if we hope to win,
Gill said. "We are going to have to
be more mentally tough this weekend than ever before. If we don't
have the mental intensity we won't
win a game."
Gill said for BG to do well today
they must improve their doubles
game. Last weekend at the Ball
State quadrangular the three sets
of Falcon duos only managed a 2-4
record.

BG travels toCentral Michigan
by Ted Posiante
sporls reporter

Two questions will be answered by
the end of this weekend for Bowling
Green's baseball team.
First, will the Falcons keep their
offense in gear, following their impressive series against Ball State?
Second, wUlBGbeuptothetaskof
facing the top team in the Mid-American Conference?
The questions will be answered
after BG plays Central Michigan in a
four-game series at Mt Pleasant,
Mich, today and tomorrow. The Chips
sport a 5-1 conference ledger, 1M
overall. The Falcons are In ninth
place with a 3-6-1 record in the MAC,

Men's Baseball — at Central Michigan in Mt. Pleasant for doubleheaders today and tomorrow at
1:00 p.m.

O

Men's Track — at Kentucky Relays
in Louisville at 1:00 p.m. today and
tomorrow.

Men's Tennis — against Miami,
Toledo, and Indiana University at
Purdue-Fort Wayne today ana tomorrow at Keefe Courts with both
starting times at 9:00 a.m.
Women's Tennis —against Northern Illinois and Ohio University
today and tomorrow at Keefe
Courts. Times unavailable.

Women's Softball — at Wayne
State in Detroit, Mich, today at
3:00. Against Ohio University on
Monday at 3:00 at the women's
softball field.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR \OUR LIFE

American Heart Association

Mark's Monday Madness

13-16-1 overall.
THE CMU offense is v
over five rum a game, with Dave
Noah (7 home runs) and Greg Lotzar
(.429 average) leading the way. The
Chips' pitching staff is ranked second
in the MAC with a 4.06 earned run
average.
BG counters with their top hitters,
Larry Ardnt (.352 average and 26 runs
batted in) and Rusty Krugh (.322
average). Pitchers Todd Hall (4-0)
and John Maroli (1-4, 3.5S era) will
draw the mound assignments today,
while Joe Becraft (4-21 and Cart Moraw (2-6) will start tomorrow's doubteheader.
The Falcons rebounded last weekend, taking two of three games from

Buy any medium or Urge

s1

13" Color Television
I Prize:
Donated by K-Mat, 1111 S. Main St.

regular price and jet

WHITE WATER MfTm
April 27,28,29

2 FREE ITEMS!
GOOD ON MONDAYS ONLY
wmmmmm^

L
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60 includes equipment, rafts and transportation
SIGNUP NOW IN UAO OFFICE

VISION!

rd
Two$25 Gift3Certificate
Prizes:

Sit THE GREAT PUT—ONS, OVER

HOWARD'ScM>H
april

19 20 21

SINOU

VISION
UNS mnd
'■AMI

Trade Winds, 104 S. Main St.

ORDER NOW at the

BIFOCAL

$34.88

LENS
and
KAMI

V YIZ6. $100 an Certificate
Finder's Records. 128 H. Main St.

1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL
s

"WE HIT weQ against Ball State
and I think as a team we are finally
putting it together," Oliverio said.
"Larry Ardnt moved back to third
base this past week, so basically the
lineup we had the first seven games in
Florida (BG won their tint seven
games in Florida) is on the Add
now."
With Ardnt at third, freshman Tim
Hatem moved from third to centerfield. Doug Spees la the probable
starter at first, as the other first
basemen he is platooning with, Otis
Baty, will not make the trip.

Order your 1984 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify
to win:

11tem pizza at
fay.-fj
TAKES A TRIP TO THE
" NEW RIVER, WEST VIRGINA

BSU. Junior co-captain Dave Ohverio
believes the team is playing batter
and good results are on the way.

The KEY...
To Winning

-sports/capMen's Golf — at Mid-American
Conference tournament in DeKalb,
111. today and tomorrow. Times
unavailable.

bo newi/april 20 1964 5

$54.88

KEY Office

* Get the most careful ond professional fitting
and servko
* Frames and Lenses from the finest avolioble sources
• Unlimited selection of frome styles at the same priesover 1000 to choose from
• Exom priced separately
Eyes examined by Dr. Kenneth G. Boker, O.O.
Standard clear gloss t 400 to 200 Cyl
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

310 Student Services
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. M-F
area*

372-0086

•0R-

BG News Office
Friday: MILLER TIME
Saturday: BAR'S CHOICE

106 University Hall
8 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F

210 N Main

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

or call

372-2601

OR-

Mail the Coupon

JAMMIN'INTHESTREETS

below to 310 Student
Services and be
entered automatically

NIA KUUMBA DANCE ENSEMBLE
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN
TOWN1 CLOSE TO BEC CENTER MOVIE
THEATRES INTRAMURAL FIELDS
FRATERNITY ROW. BANK FAST FOODS AND
ICE ARENA

• Gas heat, hot water and cook
inq, included
(small monthly electric bill)
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts.
furnished.
Fast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenace
In-house laundry centers.
Plenty of storage area.
Now accepting applicationsfor
summer and next fall.
■

c

ORDER NOW • PAY LATER Nam*
Soc. Sac. No.

The 1984 KEY
Sand to The KEY office, 310 Student Services and be
automatically entered In the Raffia.

//////////////

fn I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
1—1

Charge Ihecod ($16.95) to my
account
Do not pay tor your book unH
you am bled by tie Burner.

~] I WON'T BE HERE
h September, 1985. Mai my
bock to toeaddreas onto, back
of MB card and bi me $3.50.

Or atop by at The KEY or The BG News office, 106 U-Hall, to raglatar.
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Michael Jackson in hospital for scalp surgery
CULVER CITY, Calif. (AP) - Pop
idol Michael Jackson underwent surgery Wednesday to stimulate new
hair growth on a patch of scalp
burned during filming of a TV commercial. His doctor said he should be
back in rehearsals for his world tour
within "a couple weeks."
The superstar singer of such recent
hits as "Beat It" and "Thriller" was
"doing well and feeling fine after a
successful operation," Dr. Steven
Hoefflin told a news conference following the 7:30 a.m. operation at

Brotman Medical Center.
"We reconstructed an area of his
scalp the size of a palm, using Michael's own skin," the plastic surgeon
said.
Jackson, 25, had general anesthesia
for the 80-minute T'maJor surgery,"
and there were no complications,
Hoefflin said.
Scar tissue was removed with a
carbon dioxide laser - a technique
Hoefflin termed common in burn
units nationwide - and Jackson's
i then was stretched to cover the
area.

Hoefflin said it would be several
weeks before doctors could tell
whether Jackson would again have "a
normal, natural bead of hair."
HE SAID THERE had been no hair
Crth on the section of scalp since
Jan. 27 accident in which Jackson's hair caught fire in a shower of
fireworks during filming of a PepsiCola commercial at Los Angeles'
Shrine Auditorium.
Jackson wore a hairpiece to February's Grammy ceremonies, where
he won eight awards for his best-sell-

ing "Thriller" album as well as his weeks" to rehearse with his group for
work on the children's album, "E.T. the world tour to begin in mid-June.
Adoring Jackson Fans besieged the
the Extra-Terrestrial."
Although the singer, formerly a hospital in the 10 days after his accimember of the Jackson Five, had dent - even though he went home
been expected to be released from the within 36 hours - and his re-admission
pi tal yesterday, Hoefflin said he Tuesday night touched off a similar
outburst of Michael mania, which
nt stay a bit longer.
ie. really needs a rest, and this Jackson acknowledged with a brief
will provide him with thai opportu- appearance on his hospital room balnity. He jumps back very rapidly, but cony.
we would like him to stay here several
"Hundreds of fans were lining the
days," he said.
However, Hoefflin added that Jack- streets in front of the burn ward.
son should be ready in "a couple Some were waving signs that said, 'I

Love You, Michael,'" said a hospital
volunteer who asked to remain anonymous.
Guards scrambled to keep determined fans from wandering the corridors, and the hospital called in five
extra phone operators just for calls to
Jackson.
One operator who asked not to be
identified said the switchboard was
jammed with 800 calls per half hour
between 8:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.
Tuesday.

i- classifieds
Guys Lee Pre Waehed
Reg $20.00 now 17.85
Unwashed
Reg 18 99 now 14 95
Guys Lee Cords
Reg 20 00 now 14 86
JEANS N THINGS
631 Rktge
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CAMPUSJCITY EVENTS
MM ELECTIONS MEETING
Tueeder April 24th
Wei. IMSArtOO

Foots Typing
e»c slant queJty SOvpage
some pickup avaasOW
868-2578 anytime

Wa Have The Loweet Airfares
To Europe!
For Free Color Brochure, Write To:
Campus TraveeeVM 11187 St Louis,
Mo. U10r».
Wan Heyl ri>nr»renilatlons Deve
Schrlevar aa your larallering to
Han Aarested Oat aome big bo,!
Your ATO Irothere.

F«ie»y The D U B*. Results are n'"
IM Sigma Nu
2nd Thala CN
3rd Sigma Pt» E paeon

TO THE MI'S AND SK3MA NO'S
PRIDE IN ORGANIZATION AND
COMPETION ARE VARIABLES IM
PORTANT TO TRUE SUCCESS AS
FRATERNITIES, YOU INFLUENCE
AND REPRESENT THE TRAITS OF
YOUR MEMBERS IS INDECISION
AND COMPETITIVE COWARDICE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE IMAGE
YOU WISH TO PRESENT?
A TROUBLED HEART

Piolsastonel Typing
In the Sorority Race
1st Gamma PT. Beta
2nd Alpha PN
3rd Kappa Dene
Thanks to everyone who parbctpated.
The Heart AssoOehon has $300 00
moroM See you next year!!

353 8858 EverVnge a weekends

Attention Freshmen, Sophomore*.
end Juniori Student Court li now
•ceeptlno application I for the 'M—
•5 school yeer. Applications may
be peeked up In 405 Student Sery
k^e. erid they are due Aprtl 10.

TVMM
Oone to order. Pick-up A daevery
service aval. CM 382-7801.
Expert Typing

Ecurrterical Easter Sunrtse Service
Sunday Morning Oe* Grove Cemetery
Procession at 6 30 from Lutheran
Chapel

Al your typing needs prompt A proteeatonal Cal 382-4017.

"THE DAY AFTEH"...ARE YOU
ONE OF THE FEW PEOPLE LEFT IN
THIS COUNTRY WHO HAS NOT
YET SEEN THIS LANOMAHK IN
TELEVISION HISTORY? HERE IS
YOUR CHANCE TO RECTIFY THAT
SITUATION. "THE DAY AFTER'WILL BE SHOWN TODAY AT
4:00 P.M. In til SOUTH HALL.
FREE AND OPEN TO ALLI A PEACE
WEEK EVENT.
Pre-Reg Needs You' The 1884 Sum.
mer Pre Registration Statl a now
accepting appecabona horn those
ntereated In volunteering their time It
ra a great opportunity to meet the new
students and to develop your mter
personal SMB Each volunteer efJ be
ensiled to one meal lor each day
worked. That year Pre-Reg rune from
July 9 August 3 The appkcationa are
available In 405 Student Services
Any queetjons eel 3722843

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: 14 at gold, trtcolored serpentine bracelet between Rm. IIS LFC
and Mac West. 4-17. Please return
IIIRe.aidl Call 3T2-MII2.
LOST- a double strand gold bracelet
with a heart connecting the 2 strands
Was speoaty made as a grarJuatton
prasent Reward: Cat 372-1823.
LOST Gold bracelel on gofl courae
4113/84 Reward'" 372-1 IM.
Found: One red and blue
umbrees with brown wooden I
Found on the thro floor of University
Hal Cai between 5 30 6 00 PM
Phone 372-0087
LOST
OOLD DIGITAL LADIES
WATCH IF FOUND CALL 352
8144

Cat 352 7305 ■

HAPPY 8KITHOAY JANET HEATHI
Oocet luck at U ot Cl

AMERICAN MARKETOIG ASSOCtA
TION-B.Q. CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP DRIVE MON-APR*. 23
THROUGH FPJ APRS. 27 FIRST
FLOOR BA. aWJaMtt.

SERVICES OFFERED
THINK YOU'RE PREONANT?
FREE TESTS AND HELP
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL I
MEArTTejCAT
141-111
TUTORMQ
Basic Math - Algebra - Calculus
Reading — Grammar — Compoerbon
Cat 874-3348 after 6 p m
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER

Deb Durbin and Jeff on their AXO-SU
EpLavakermg

Mlaay. Marian. Dan t Ed
The brothers are so proud of you,
conc^atLBsbOns on bacorrang PN Eta
Sigmal Keep up the great work ASP
Mon.
I love you-tho 3 of ua got ft made1
We're gonna have a great Friday1
JK
PS. Bring the scissors?

Houses 40*50% OFF
Cordoroy Lee ITagglsa
Reg 29 85 now 14.82
JEANS N' THINGS
531 Peoge

ruiiiuimiiii Judy Htnti and

BUnilDAVIS»)a«MO
DEAR COOL.
ROSES ARE RED
VOLETS' ARE BLUE
ITS HARD TO FND
SOMEONE LIKE YOU.
(SORRY FOR BEING A BIG L'|
t3F€r400NSKI
Daw Yacobued
Congrats on VP ol Advertising Club'
Now. rani Ires nice? and you say I'm
never nice to youl Love you. Nancy
ENQRAVABLES
Personated grfts catalog.
sand $1 00 to Engrave A Sign Ltd
123 S. Main St. FlnrBey. ONo
46640
We w4 deduct $1 00 from first order

SUMMER JOBS
ROYAL PRESTtOE HAS SUMMER
WORK AVAILABLE M MANY AREAS
OF THE STATE. TWELVE WEEKS
GUARANTEED $230 A WEEK AND
UP. FOR MORE INFORMATION.
COMfc-TO:
Beat Western Falcon Motel
Meeting Room 13

Nu.

ACROSS
1 Feed the kilty
5 Lobster or salmon
10 Unwelcome
weather
14 Wild sweet cherry
15 Frankleol refrain
16 Prefix with
Hooper
17 Labored
19 Sig feature

45
47
49
50
53
57
58
60
61
62

20 Seem
21 Quagmire
problem
23 Historical
divisions
25 Rawboned person
26 Undercover
30 Aptitude
33 Alternate
34 Industrialist
Cyrus
36 Publicize
37 Deposited
38 Romero or Chavez
39 With competence
40 Mil. newcomer
41
four
42 Certain footwear
43 More
disconsolate

63
64
65

Farthest out
Walton
Tabloid section
Gourmet's
specialty
ShulK
Undaunted
Awkward
Calf's cry
Amigo's farewell
Music
arrangement
Toy chest Item
Dormouse
Game units

DOWN
Moslem leader
Kind of tide
Cover, for short
Made beloved
Table wine
Sculling need
Singer Jenny
Special people
Editor
— cord
Wlekty
Not stereotyped:
Abbr.
13 Entryway

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
S
10
11
12

18
22
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
35
38
39
41
42
44
46
48
50
51
52
54
55
56
K

Enthusiastic
Oil-rich land
See to Across
Feet features
Mythical eagle
rider
Simple task
Arafat
Blue and White
rivers
Secret meeting
Potato, in some
areas
Associated with
10 Down
Car owners
Impudent
Go for a drive
Sign over, as by
a document
Bother
Musical
piece
"Dew
"
Game played
with mallets
Native ruler
Rent
Give off
Vintage cars
Startling word
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WANTED: Volunteers to parttctpate in
an experiment on the polygraph Wd
pay selected volunteers $3 tor 1 hr.
plus a chance to earn more. Pleaae
cal Mr. Maaon after 8 p.m. 3624924 Maaaa onfy I

FOR SALE
Loea weight now. ask me how.
Call after I p.m., 886-8878.
Royal Manual typewriter QC $35.00
Cell Tom 372-SS48.
Fridge lor dorm or camper. $50.
Smel b 1 w tv, $60. boys 10 apd
bfce; $40.. ml bureau w 4 drawera. $36. big mac fryer > hot pot.
$20. 2 helmets. $20 pr Cal 37233l7marulol1er
USES TIRES FOR A COMPACT
CAR, EXCELLENT CONDITION
$80 A SET, 372-2788 MARIAN

COUCH t CHAIR
PRICE NEGOTIABLE
CALL $$4-1116

Cal

Halpl Sudden Opening I Need rmte
for summer and or next year. Can
make exceeent dealt 320 N. Sum.
rrA/2baul from campus Own room,
own driveway Cal mke 352-3780
If not there, pleaae leave meeaage
Male Roommate. S105ftno I V>
utetjea. own room. Cal Jack 3522761
lor Summer. Please cell Ellen lor
■ore Intoeteuon, 352-1608.
WHAT'S THE PROBLEM— need a
sporty lurniehed 1 -person apt. for
SBBiaisr i have the nght one for
you'!1 Close to campus. 403 2nd S
High St.
Cal 0. C. 153-0110.

HELP WANTED
SUMMER JOBS FOR SPORTS
MINDED. HARD WORKING. STUDENTS OPENINGS IN MANY PARTS
OF OHIO. $200 A WEEK AND UP.
TWELVE WEEKS GUARANTEED
FOR MORE INFORMATION COME
T0Beet Weetern Falcon Motel
Meeang Room 13
at 11:00am. 1 00pm or 3 00pm
Wed Apr! 25. 1984
ALASKAN SUMMER JOBS For inlorrraaton Band 8 AS E to Alaskan
Jobs, Box 40235. Tucson, Arizona
86717.
Oovarnmenl Jobs 111,551SSO.ssSryr. Now hkma- Your area.
Cal 1-ao«-S87<000 Ext Ra64S.

MEN'S QUARTZ WATCH: NEW
FROM OFSENT BEST OFFER
MELISSA. 352-7478
Encash darts S acceeaonee.
Purcef'a Brke Shop
131 W Wooefer St 362 6264
1878 TRANS AM. Exceil. cond. Red
anterior, black Interior, low mile
age. Call Rod at $52-3886.
A—Frame Loft $75
Couch $25
Cal Oren at 372-8222

FOR RENT
Summer Rentale
Ctoae to caiTirjua-2l)orm untum
apts. Also 3 bdrm fum home Cal
Betty Baker 352-9110
Apt tor auble Aval lor Summer 1
bdrm. fum.. Vi tax. from campus
Price negotiable Cat 372-3735
House for Rent-2 bdrms. $185. mo
Cal Lias 372-0121. One b* from
CTrnpue.
Now Renting Fal 1984
One $ Two aamestar leases
Futy turn
Efflcksnciea. compkMe
w/cokx TV. Cable, al uiatlee paid
Quiet Atmoeoriere $265 (1 per),
$176 aa. (2 par) 364-3182 12-4
weekdays. 352-1520 anytime
4 bdrm. 303 S. Proepect.
Call John Newtovo Reel Eatete.
1S4-22S0
Fum. 2 bdrm. apts & houses
Summer rates avoaable

352-7454 belora 5 00 pm
Need Mala Students to IB house tor
aumrner only! Own bedroom-near
campus Phone 352-7366
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NUMBER OF APTS. STILL
AVAIL FOR FALL 8 SUMMER.
" 521 E MERRY, NEAR OFFENrlAUER TOWERS, 2 bdrm/4 PERSONS.
••715-718 3RD ST. 1 BDRM.
••BOCKLEDOE MANOR-SOUTH
COLLEGE 6 8th ST-2 8DRMS.
••W17lhST.2B0Ral
"FORREST APTS.-SOUTH COLLEGE I NAPOLEON-2 BDRM
"$18 E Woostar.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE 354-2280

iss-neo,

BETA
500

Two 4 Bdrm houses aval 8/27/84
Year leases. 4 person) $150 per
son/mo pta) UH Cal 364-2260
John tvewiovo Real Eatale
3 bdm> houae. InHI 6 people avalable tor summer S tal Ctoae to
campus 353-8491. 9-5
Fum

2

bdrm

apt

Pysched!

tor

$125/mo 256 S CoSege #8. 3533611 or 353-6065
Smith/Bogps RentalHouaaa » Apts. for '84-86 school
year 362-9457 between 12-4 or
352-8817 alter 8.
Summer Apartment
382-7758 after 7 pm
Need Female Students to II acts I
houses tor school yeer 196485
Phone 352-7365
630 N Summit-Apt *C. 2 bedroom
apt lor 4 students $126 par per
son/56 2 00 a semesler plus electricM electric apt ( 2 aavneetw-lncMdusI

Houees-Rooma-Apta. Summer Rentals-Specal Rates. 352 7365 Certy
Rentata

Next
Sat.
Union
Oval
BETA
500

Wa sta have a variety of rentals
lor aumrner s fal
Cal Titus Realty 362-6666
ANSWCtl 10 HtfjViOUS PVUil

iidfiulTloliTalryrirt'r|>E

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
STILL HAVE APARTMENT
FOR THIS SlhYBMER S NEXT
FALLA VARIETY THAT
WILL PLEASE EVERYONE.
CALL 152-SS20 OR JS2-11S5

Got a tob, need to euMet? 1 bdrm.
lemtahed apt In a houae. AvaS. in
May. All ullHtles Included kl rent.
Only 1 block from cempua. Greet
tor summer school. Cal 352-6504
before 5:30. $64-1888 attar 5:30 8
■IIBiaea.
THURSTM MANOR APARTMENTS
A. conditioned, futy carpeted, cable
vavon. araclanclas, laundry tifaall.
Now leaalng tor summer S la*
451 ThuraHn Ave. 362-6436.
SUMMERrFALL RENTALS
Convaniantly kxated, fully far"
nlehed, AC. apte now renting lor
Summer 1884 and School Year
118*46. Call $$2-4868.
SUMMER RENTALS
Georgetown Marw-BOO Third St
one 8 two bedroom, furnished, AC
apta. Eicelant location Reasonable rates Call $52-4988, between
4—lOpja.
FALL 8 SLIMMER RENTALS
2 BDRMS-'/, BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4671 day or 352-1600 eve
Two tjaoYornm arjartment n duple,
adeicent to Oftenhauer Tower evaeabta August 16 $40O/mo and maV
Ses Cal 364-1763 or 362-3406

VEL-IVIANOR APT FOR SUMMER
Across from Kohl Hal, across from
Rodgera Quad Cleen. air conditioned quiet atmosphere Accomodarions tor 2 or 4 people. One two
bedroom left tor fal Cal 352-2858

2 bedroom newly fumlahed apta
Now renting tor 84 85 FREE Bate
Re TV. Cal 352-2663

ComtorMbla altaplng room lor F.,
doae to town a cempua private
entrance Reeeonable rates Summer
$ or Fal 352-1266 after 6 30.
Lower duplex; aumrner 8 Ml. upper
duplex summer I fal. 352-0639
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Heart
Healthy
Recipe
ANAOAMA BREAD
2 tups Doilmg water
' r cup y»Mow cornmeal
i teaspoon salt
'a pound maro^nr*
1 paefcaoe dry /east
W cup lukewarm water
''• cup moleuses
6 latotopoons nonfat O'y m*
6 tablespoons soy Hour
2 tablespoons wheat germ
6-7 cups unbieacfted all-purpose

few

Thoroughly mn Dotting water
commeal sett and marganne Let
cool to lukewarm Osaotve the
yeast m the lukewarm water, then
add it and the molasses to the commeat mixture Stir until well mixed
Combine nonfat dry rmlk soy
Hour and wheat germ with one-harl
ol the all-purpose (lour Add 1 cup at
a time io the comma* morture
Beat well after eecn addrhon Add
the rest ot Hour I cup at s time until
the dough is st.il enough to handle
Turn out onto a floured board,
cover with a clean doth and let reel
5 mmuies Knead dough until it is
smooth and elastic Place dough m
large orted bowl, turning to coal al
side* wrrh al Cover with a cloth
and let nse m warm place (85 F)
un* double tn bulk
Dfv>de into 2 equal parts Shape
into loaves and place m Two 81 4■nch loal pans Lighiy ori tope, than
cover and let rise again unW double
•nbufk Bake « 350*1= lor 40-50
minuies
Remove bread Irom pans and
place on wea rack to oool
Vsekj 2 loaves 06 sheas each)
Approx cataarv t aboa ■ 150

1 bdrm apt doae to carnpua 84-86
school year 1-267-3341.
Summer renew 1 bdrm. apta and 5
house Ctoae to cempua 1267-3341.
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Century Label a Tag Co has openInga aval. seSng custom packaging
to retailers. Commission pkja benefits S18-25K tirst year earnings
Cal Mr George Henry 352-7529

S11 East Marry 2-Bdrm./4 person.
Near OManhaiier Towers, uooiparson/seme»ler. Tenant pays only
lights. IvMdkig In excellent condition. John Newto.a Real Estate,

1,

a-

U
II
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$360 Weekly/Up Marling Oculars1
No boaaea/quotaai Sincerely intereeled rush repty envelope: Drviaion
Heedquertera. Box 464 CEV. Woodatock. IL 60098

F rmta needed lor summer to share
Parkview Moble Home J150 mo .
own bdrm Cal Joy 372-5036

CAMP COUNSELORS
OutalanrJng Sam and Trim Down
Camps Tennis. Dance. SarrvaMbca,
WSI. Alhkrtica, Nutrition,Dwtebca 20
plus
Separata gala and boys'
campa 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Cceege Campuaaa M Mass..

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BROADCAST SALES PEOPLE
WFAL RADIO IS TAKING APPLICATIONS. AVAILABLE IN 413 SOUTH
HALL 172-1188

harmon,TuM-doem 570. 50 watt per
channel stereo receiver. 1 yr. oM
vary good cond Must eel' Cal Herb
M 372-1741

Need 4 to eubteaee houae for summer, sasrmo. Close to campus, 204
S Summn. 3 bdrms., 1V| baths,
porch, now carpeting Visit or can
362-8S74.

808U MOM 4 DAD SWEATSHIRTS
AM BACKI Groat tor Mother I
Father s Day grfts or fust to arrow
Ham that you care Order by caJang
364-3187

Penn . No. Carolina, Calf Send re
sums Michela Friedman, Director.
847 Hewlett Or . No Woodmere.
NY 11661.516-374-0785

ROOMMATE NEEDED
1 F. lor 84-85 son yr 4 bfcs off
campus, own bdrm. Cal Kathy at 26148 or-6243

Beth Burand for bang chosen Skj Ep
Sweefhaan

Attention Quysl Houaeboy needed
nail yeer al the Alpha XI Delta
House: Call Annette It Inlerested
» 72-4887.

The astern of Alpha Delta PI would
ska to thank thoea who supported ua
•t our pan sate DMa Tau Delia:
Alpha Gemma Desa. Delta Upaton.
AJpha » Dane. Beta Theta PI. Sigma
Alpha Epeeon. Gamma PN Beta. Al
pha CM Omega. Kappa Deal. CM
Omega, Zees Bete Tau. Lemoda Chi
Alpha. Alpha Sigma Phi and Sigma

nder m 362-9334

1 Fm nxrwraala needed lor aumrner.
$85 00/mo Close to campus, eel
352-7170

Abortion, Pregnancy Teats
Student Rates
Canter lor Choice
Downtown Toledo [419) 266-7769

The evethers ot ATO would like Ie
■lank ear ante ale's tar a great
eeaaaay. Leeeea aW.
____

Female Rrrrmt needed tor aumrner
and or 84-86 ach yr. Free gaa &
water at Rockledge Apfa. Cal Jen

Mary Bsjact and Tim on their AXODek lavakenrvj

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR $44 THROUGH THE US GOVERNMENT? OUT THE FACTS TODAY! CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT.
1794
^^_

STEVE AND VtCKI.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
SIGMA NU PINNING MUCH LUCK IN
THE FUTURE. THE BROTHERS OF
SrOMANU.

House toahare
M. Graduate Student, turn laundry
Avaaabfe May 1 and Sept 1.
$175.O0/mo md utl. Cal 3625436 or 823-3405 after 3 30

Anna Cartsle and Sonny on their
AXO-SAE pmnmg

WUUR
Yea you TWINKLE! Congrats on
being president ol PM Pel's, Men's
Chores; Mortar Board Trees.; MEHA
v.P. and Good kick with HSA. I'm
proud ol you! I'm looking forward to
It'll be funl Much

Open Sunday. 12-6 p.m.. French
Knot. Downtown, Bowing Green.

House toahare
M. Graduate Student, turn laundry
Avseable May 1 and Sept 1,
$17S.00/mo kid. utl Cal 3626436 or 823-3405 after 3:30

2 F. Roommate* needed tor aumrner
Reaeonabto Rent Close to campus.
Cal Karen. 352-7265.

The AX s love you and w«h you al
avsbeatl'

EARTH QAV 18 CJDaaWOI
Congretulatloni Theta CM Mkara
for a 2nd Piece flnleh In the DO B*.
Rates.

AXO-

BJ Peterson lor being named AXO
man of the year.

NANCY DEL GROSSO
Soon you wi be me big 21' so get
evotred tor fun, fun. tun Make sure
ttva weekand laevee you wel reared.
Cause Monday your drWung suss wa
be teeied AJao. my friend. I have one
more warning. You won'! make I to
dees on Tuesday morning" Gel pay
cnedi Happy 21at' Love, Diana

CaaWe^TMlllaMlOIH CtWOtyfl PrVcMnt
end Kevin Hate en your ImUlr
leg awe. Hie Alpha Xl'a.

M. rmmte naaoad for aumrner. own
bdnri. race furnished house 1 I*
from campus For info, cal Gary 3528364

M rmte needed tor summer
Paul 372 1166.

MAIKFMUPF1
Cornrjrakaatora on being elected
RSA Prearaanl. I Luv you. Jute

Annhersery Sale
Were srkta laiStea
Athletic Shoes and Sporteweer
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. Wrjoewr

Female rmto. wanted lor Fal Sam
only. Rent la $107 60/month Cal
Karen 354 1229

Lore Helfnch and Ron on thee AXOTheta CW atvaaartng

LlUae.
Thanks tor making my week' Love ye'
Plane

Corvjretijrahons Tony Zurca tor wkv
reng the IFC Ttti SmMi Award I

WooMar or Alafield area. Can leave Sat 21. after
noon Wl help with gaa Cal Pern
352-2482

Keey Simon and Del on their AXOSAE paining

Uaa Morgan and Mke on their
Delt lavakering

1 Mature F needs 84-85 housing
Own room rreceea. Cal Peg after
8:00 (216) 248-0382 or 3543167.

WANTED

WHAT A WEEKEND!!
Alpha Chi Omega Congratulates

I |aan pants. Reg S28 95
now $19 95 4 colors Lee Gathered.
Rag. 627.96 now II9 95 4 colors
Lew cotton leans. Reg S24 95 now
S16.S6. 3 cobra.

PERSONALS

WANTED POOL MANAGER/LIFE
GUARDS. PernbenrBe Community
Pool Send arjeecabone to: Pembarvla Community Pool Corp , Pembervae. OH 43450

najsnadelto's now has Miller lite
on Tap. Daily Happy Hours and
Food Specials 5:00-7:00 pm 352-

Party Room For Rent
4-D'sClub
7th and High
352 9378 after 5 352-7324

How to properly run the B*e Race
1. Hoe! fraternity should appoint
competent chaJrrnan
2 Once a standard rs set. it shojd Be
tceowed
3 Be organized not noirJcaied
4 Give trophy to the winning learn
5 Get« nght neirt year

NEED TYPING?
6fh Year Service
362-0608

Coriaral.laeion. to Ed Itoebuck on
Me elnelni *» 8LaJam.II

Volunteers needed lor
PEER ADVISING
For the week of Apr! 30May 4 ApceceOons available
m 405 Student Services
t Wed Apr! 25th

HAPPY HOURS at SAM B'S
6-7 pre I 10 pm-rnidnrre
BF—3 A FRaSNOII

IrBurtreyaon

LOST
OREY WOOL SKIRT
DFIOPPEO WEDNESOAY 4/18/84
BETWEEN BA BLDQ AND UNION
PLEASE CALL 352-7857

EARTH PAY W COMWOI

HAPPY EBHTHOAY
CHRIS STAMEN
HAVE A OOOO ONE ON OOOO
FWOAYI
KATHY

Summer LOFT STOH AGE Service
Free loft pKk-up and fai
loll daevery Very reasonable
rakes Optional rjaeltantang
I laatlll, 352-3836, manager
Preeton Gandy Cal now for

Dean t^vWIee oe their pinning. Your
Alpha XI SMasrs-

RIDES

I LOVE arlL NEFF WEEK
COMM40 6O0N

Summer LOFT STORAGE Service
Free bit pick-up and Ml loft daevery
Vary raaaonatls rates Optional Die
meriting available 362-3838, manager, Preeton Gsndy Cal now lor

FOUND Set ol keys on High St Cal
352 8144 to Identify

To the Theta CM "tip-over'' team.
Sorry far taking so long on Sunday.
Your domino deetgn area great.
Congratulations!
Lave, ma 02 '1aa"-over teem

OBTTMTVMDI

t 5:30pm

at 11:00am. 1.00pm or 3.00pm
Wed. Aorl26, 1984
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Friday, April 20, 1984

bg n«wt magazine

I

photo/Pit Panchik

BG's first master
of a glass menagerie

r-FRIDAY—i

2 bg news magazlne/aprll 20,1984

•Buff Apartments—

CONTENTS

Now renting for 1984-85
2 bdrm. furnished Aprs.
Heat,$e*age,tfater & Cable paid for by owner
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning
540.00 per semester per person

Pago 3

Barry reviews 'Forum'
Page 4.

with 4 people
M 352-7182

Ask fM f&h - Aft* ? HI.

F

Board of Black Cultural Activities

Easter and Passover
Page 6.
Glassworking major
Pago 7_

Art exhibition opens

• ELECTIONS •
• Petitions available from any BBCA
lofficer.
• Petitions due on April 23rd to Deana
Okoiti - 424 Student Services Minority
Student Activities
• Thursday - April 26th - 6-8 PM - Amani
Rm. 'screening of the candidates*
• ELECTIONS: Friday - April 27th
Union Oval
rain - University Hall
for more information call Jack! Sander 872-3520
Greg Jackson 372-1041

iSii

STAFF
Friday Editor
Photographer
Dave Cozad
Marcy Grande
, .
,. >MM.
HI™ Reviewers
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SPEND A DAY

Applications for organization seats in the
USG General Assembly are available
from Wednesday, April 11th, through Friday,
April 20th at 405 Student Services. These
applications are due back to the same office
May, April 20th, 5 p.m.
You are eligible to apply for one of the 5 available
General Assembly seals if you are a member of:
1. An Officially registered student organization
2. An organization that represents a significant
portion of the undergraduate student population in
sheer size and/or percentage of the respective
constituencies
3. An organization that provides service to the
University community
4. An organization that is in some way active in
University policy making

PUT-IN-BAY
SATURDAY, APRIL 28
leave 9:00 that morning return 7:30 that evening
*13/person
SIGN UP BY APRIL 25

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
OFFERS YOU

$50.00 gift certificate
when you sign a 9 or 12 month lease
y
Before May 12th
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE,
AND TRASH PICKUP
• Full-time Maintenance
1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished
Weekday! 9-5:00

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Evening* by ***.
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'Forum' set shines, cast falls short
by George Barry

Okay, I laughed. I admit it. It was
entertaining.
But then again, I laughed and was
entertained at a high school production called Death of a Salesman.
A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum is a good-looking
show. Unfortunately, looks are all it
has to offer.
Director/set designer Robert Hansen took pains to build an attractive
set, accentuated by the colorful lighting of John Mellor. Mildred Lintner's
costumes put on the final touch, especially her memorable courtesan costumes. Spectacle, where Hansen
concentrates his energies, is the
strongest aspect of Forum.
Prom there on out, the show goes
downhill. Hie few strong performances are not enough to compensate
for Hansen's "window dressing approach."
The difficulty with Forum is that it
depends upon actors who have natural comic delivery. Tim Smith (Hysterium) and Tim Kuhlman (Senez)
are the only actors who have that all
too rare ability to drive home the oneliners with a vengeance.
Smith's expressions of confusion as
he is victimized by his surroundings
are worth the trip. Likewise, Kuhlman's venereal Senez adds a badly
needed spark to the show as he is
charged with a duty he cannot perform... or so we are led to believe.
JOHN PERELLA undertook the
pivital role of Pseudolus, a slave
whose machinations wreak havoc in
this bawdy parody of Roman comedy.
Pseudolus must be able to sing,
dance, crack jokes and be the undisputed focal point of the show - truly, a
herculean task.
Perella has the energy and an acceptable voice, but relies on Belushi/Curly imitations to grasp for laughs.
He is comically subservient to Smith
i their scenes together.

The thankless part of Hero was
thrust upon Ron Guthrie, the ablest
crooner of the lot. As innocence personified. Guthrie and his heartthrob
Jennifer Sutler (Philia) are at their
best when singing. Sutter fails to
exploit the humor in her blissfully
ignorant character.
The biggest blights on the stage that
night were Matt Miller (Miles) and
David Minnick (Lycus). Miller looks
the part, right down to his satin
briefs; but cannot back up his powerful character with his anemic singing
voice.
Likewise, Minnick's singing was too
subdued for his amoral character.
Both men needed another week's rehearsal to work on facial expressions.
CHOREOGRAPHER Richard Heldobler misses the mark with his troup
of dancers. The courtesans are attractive and dance well, but possess all
the sensuality of a sack of potatoes.
The scene where Lycus introduces
his "working girls" should have the
audience (the male members, anyway) clawing at their seat cushions.
Instead, all we see are a few wholesome Bowling Green maidens indistinguishable in action from their
"virgin" counterpart, Philia.
More eroticism is needed and less of
the jazz dance routines. Some fellow
critics disagree, but my hormones
were undaunted by it all. To each his
own.
Each character, save Senez and
Hysterium, had one grave tragic
flaw. Whether it was a poor voice,
sloppy delivery, or half-baked acting,
Hansen did not polish his actors.
Forum is not wholly damnable. You
will be entertained, but don't strair
yourself looking for inspiring theater
A Funny Thing Happened on thi
Way to the Forum will be showr
tonight at 8 p.m. and tomorrow at I
p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Main Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3
for students and children. For reser
vations, call the boz office at 372-271 j

Tho co»l of 'Forum' ploys tonight at 8
p.m. In the Main Auditorium.
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Christians, Jews practice unique rituals

Freshman education maior Slacie Baker and sophomore
education major Beth Farris

by Radell Roberts

The Jewish celebration of Passover
and the Christian observance of Easter share many rituals rooted in history and culture, along with the basic
purpose of displaying gratitude for
new life. In the Jewish faith, the
holiday observes deliverance of the
Israelites from the Egyptian slavery.
For Christians, the holiday celebrates
deliverance from sin.
Passover is a festival steeped in
history. According to tradition and
Biblical scriptures, a series of
plagues was inflicted to punish the
Egyptians for their enslavement of
the Israelites, after the Pharaoh's
refusal to heed Moses's message from
God to, "Let my people go." The final
plague killed the first born of every
Egyptian household. But the Israelites sacrificed a lamb, and sprinkled
the blood on their doorposts to serve
as a sign for the angel of death to
"pass over" these homes. At this last
danger, the Pharaoh ordered the Israelites out of Egypt in the middle of
night, and they began the long journey to the promised land.
THE EIGHT-DAY observance of
Passover, celebrated on the 15th of

photo/Sue Cross

why this night is different from all
other nights." During the account of
the 10 plagues, participants spill
drops of wine from their cups, since
the suffering of the oppression prevents a fullness of Joy. A bowl of salt
water on the table also represents the
tears shed in Egyptian bondage.
Four cups of wine are drunk during
the Seder. A fifth cup is left on the
table, and the door is left open as an
invitation to the prophet Elijah, who
is considered the harbinger of the
Messiah.
Suffering also is an essential remembrance in the Christian celebration of Easter. However, the
suffering of Jesus Christ is the focus
of the Christian Easter rather than an
entire nation of people suffering.
Lenten season begins Ash Wednesday, followed by six weeks of preparation for Easter Sunday. The 4tklay
period corresponds with the 40 days
Jesus was supposed to have spent in
the desert surviving various temptations.

limited lime offer

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A
Piedmont Apartment

SUMMER
818 7th St.

SPECIAL FEATURES
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• completely furnished
• utaaes peed, except lor
electricity

with
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not $20-70
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Please check style and quantity
$6.99 or 2 for $12.99

All Weather Ski or Surf
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money order
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"Good Friday" follows as a day of
mourning and darkness, in accordance with the day of Jesus' crucifixtion after his betrayal, arrest and
trial. Although mournful, this day is
also considered blessed, since the love
of God was displayed in the sacrifice
and suffering of Jesus. On Friday.
Catholic churches are stripped of all
adornments, and Christian services
are observed with much silence and
darkness.

Nisan. the first month of the Jewish
DURING LENT, Catholics and
calendar, serves as a reminder of the
some Protestants abstain from a faExodus. During the period, no
vorite food or activity to remember
leavened bread can be eaten, since
Jesus' sacrifice, or commit themthe Israelites were forced to leave on
selves to a sacrificial project. While
the night of the Exodus, and there was
the family is the focus of the Passover
no time for the bread to rise. The
BUT FOLLOWING the sadness,
celebration, most Easter ceremonies
ritual of the Seder marks the first two <are presented in the Church. Scrip- new nope reigns on Easter morning,
nights of the Passover celebration.
tures and lessons in worship services when Christians believe that Jesus
Families, extended families and
retell the final days of the preacher rose and appeared to his disciples.
groups ot friends gather to retell the . Jesus Christ, the Messiah of Chris- The resurrection serves as a sign of
Exodus story over the "Feast of Unnew physical and spiritual life for
tianity.
leavened Bread." The Seder supper
Christians, who were given salvation
Catholics and some Protestants ob- from the bondage of sin. Catholics
commences at nightfall, led by the
serve Ash Wednesday by the marking traditionally celebrate Easter on Sathead of the family.
of a cross on foreheads with ashes. urday evening, with a candlelight
Besides three sheets of unleavened
Ashes, in this case made from burnt procession and the first lighting of the
bread (matzoh), the Seder plate inpalm branches from the past year's Easter candle. For the celebration,
cludes the shankbone of a lamb,
Palm Sunday, have traditionally been the church is once again adorned.
which represents the sacrificial lamb,
a sign of mourning and represent the Celebrations vary throughout the
bitter herbs (usually horseradish),
paradox of destruction and renewal, Protestant faith, but always the new
which symbolizes the bitterness of
reminding Christians of their mortal- covenant or promise of salvation
slavery, an egg to symbolize mournity.
ing, and haroset (a paste made of
given through Jesus' death and resurThe Sunday preceding Easter, rection, is renewed through the comwine, nuts and other ingredients). The
Palm Sunday, palm branches are munion ritual.
appearance of haroset is a reminder
distributed to congregations as a reot the mortar made by the Israelite
Just as Judeism and Christianity
minder of the branches strewn in his share historical roots, they share rituslaves.
Eth as Jesus entered Jerusalem. Atals and traditions. Both Passover and
EACH ITEM is blessed and eaten,
! time, palms were used to welcome Easter are celebrations of gratitude,
but the most important part of the
the conquering hero, although Jesus' underlined with the realization of
ceremony is the retelling of the Exoentering on a mule rather than a sacrifice and suffering, but focusing
dus story. It is traditional to begin the
majestic horse, foreshadowed his on new hope and freedom in another
narration by having the youngest
humbling sacrifice.
child present askfourquestionsafout
world.

Glacier & All Weather Ski or Surf Glasses

Style Optics
P.O. Box 7376
Hollywood, FL 33081
BG 1

THE FOLLOWING Thursday,
"Maundy" or "Holy Thursday,'1
marks the night Jesus celebrated
Passover with his disciples. At the
Passover feast, Jesus foretold of his
death and denial by his followers, and
shared the unleavened bread and cup
of wine as symbols of his sacrifice of
body and blood. Thus the Christian
communion ritual is a derivative of
the Passover celebration. Another
derivative of the Passover celebration in the image of sacrifice is the
Christian reference to Jesus as "the
lamb of God," a parallel to the sacrificed lamb of Passover. On Maundy
Thursday, most Christians share a
simple meal and partake of communion to represent the Last Supper.
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SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to health Spa
NEW TANNING
CENTER

$175/month
835 High St. 352-9378

SUMMER
707 6th St.
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• buetm vanity in hasway
• anen closet
• sound condrtiontd interior
• caWe TV
• fast recovery Gas water healing
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Gas range, stainless steel smk entrances
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• irvsutated window glass
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• twin beds m each bedroom
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e hydro spa whirlpool
e indoor heated pool
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e sun lamps
e complete exercise
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Sick of cellulite? Conquer the calorie
by Larry Harris
In the beginning, God created man
in his own image, beautiful,
unspoiled, perfect. Then man created
the Oreo, the Twinkie and Pepsi. To
punish sinful man, God then created
cellulite and the spare tire. Now man
must repent for his sins through exercise, dieting and nutrition.
With summer around the comer,
the important question that students
are asking themselves is, "Are summer fashions going to cover this unsightly flab? The answer: highly
improbable, unless you plan on spendthe summer in Anchorage,
So what is there to do? You've tried
the belt and failed: Scarsdale, Hollywood, Fonda, Simmons. But wait,
what about yourself? How about trying, say. the Fred Nebbish diet or the
Eunice Lapinski diet? All it takes is a
little mathematics, some common
sense and a lot of determination.
One of the simplest and cheapest
wan to Ion weight is to burn off more
calories than you take in. You don't
need videotapes, books, health club
memberships or any fancy gadgets,
just a calorie chart of food and exercise which can be obtained by sending
an inquiry and self-addressed
jtampwl envelope to this address:
Nutrition and Your Health
Home and Garden Bulletin 1232
Squares instead, (only 60 calories
Superintendent of Documents
apiece).
U.S. Government Printing Office
• Pepsi-140 calories/can. Dont let
Washington D.C. 20402
Michael Jackson fool you. He doesn't
All you have to do is maximize your touch the stuff.
activity and minimize your intake.
• Beer-150 calories/can. Ouch.'
Here are a few examples of foods
To fight this food disease, you need
listed in the government bulletin and to exercise, exercise, exercise. In
their number of calories:
other words, work that body.
• Oreos-205 calories, (for two cooHere are some ordinary activities
kies, not per bag). Sony, cookie and their approximate energy expenmonsters.
ditures for a 150-pound person:
• Yogurt-200-260 calories. And to
• Lying down or sleeping - 80 calthink that all this time you've been ories/hour. Just think now many calconsuming that a wful slime when you ories Rip Van Winkle burned off
could have had four Rice Krispie under that tree. Of course, he was just

compensating for all that he had to

Throughout this program, honesty
must be the best policy. You'll be glad
• Walking - 210 calories/hour. In- you tried it when you walk out ofthe
stead of cuddling in front of the TV shower and can face yourself in the
with a bowl of popcorn, couples could mirror without having to apologize to
take a romantic evening stroll. Leave your body.
the Scooter Pies at home.
• Running 10 mph - 900 calorieBut if you're the type of person who
s/hour. Now you can Justify the six- would rather blame others for your
pack you are going to consume to- problems, use the man who invented
night by running across town to the the Oreo for a scapegoat.
carry-out to pick it up.
In the beginning, God created man
• Sitting - 140 calories/hour. The in his own image. But maybe Adam
next time your parents yell at you for and Eve weren't such losers for
sitting around the house, just say, choosing the apple. At least it was
good for them.
"Hey, I'm exercising!"

View & Review
with Vic and Andy

Bridges, Ward, Woods are 'Against All Odds'
by Andrew Dardlne
If you thought Romeo and Juliet
had it bad, you wont believe the
trouble Jeff and Rachel get themselves into playing Terry and Jessica
in the movie "Against All Odds."

AGAINST
AH ODDS
Jeff Bridges plays an unfortunate
football player who's been kicked off
a team called the Outlaws. As he
discovers, the Outlaws are part of an
industry, and he has been fired to
save money on a big real estate deal.
The deal will convert a mountain into
a high class condo city.
Terry is approached by a friend,
Jake (James woods), who offers him
a job looking for the girlfriend who
walked out on him. While leaving, the
girl stole $50,000 and attacked Jake
with a knife.
Jessies (Rachel Ward) turns out to
be not only Jake's ex-girlfriend, but
also the daughter of the rich woman
who owns the Outlaws, Mrs Tyler.

Terry takes Wood's offer when it
appears be has no choice. If he
doesn't try to find Jessica, Jake has
promised to disclose some embarrasIng information that will get Terry in
a good deal of trouble.
Another incentive is the fact that
Terry still has a new Porshe to pay
off. Such is the life of an ex-football
star.
Even though Jessica is hiding from
her mother and the pathologically
obsessive Jake, she isn't doing a very
intelligent Job of it. Her idea of a
hideout is a quaint shack on a resort
island in the Carribean. So it dosen't
take long for Terry to find her. It also
dosen't take long for the two to fall in
love - a merger that will have tragic
consequences through the rest of the
film.
Terry and Jessica make love in a lot
of pretty places; on the beaches,
under palm trees, and even in a
Mayan temple. Together they look
like an ad for Ralph Lauren. Jeff
Bridges, in particular, is into a
wounded he-man look; his muscular
torso is marred only by the lump of a
previously broken shoulder, and he
walks around the island with a tired
swagger. Rachel Ward discloses only
gltmnwa of tanned body, revealed

when a slight breeze twists away a
flap of her clothes.
Eventually the real world comes
crashing in on the two handsome
lovers in an accidently comical scene
involving ex-football player/actor
Alex Karras and that Mayan temple.
Terry's search for Jessica and the
resulting love affair, has revealed a
conspiracy that is ss Inflated as
Bridges' pectorals. Even the most
seemingly innocent people turn out
guilty in a sports gambling scam and,
come the film's end, just about everybody is trying to shoot each other in a
hopelessly confusing finale.
"Against All Odds" takes place in a
classic world of macho men and nasty
women who can't be trusted. The film
is loosely based on a 1947 production
called "Out of the Past." In that film,
Jane Greer plays the runaway-girl
role. In "Odds" Greer is back, only
now she's playing the rich and deadly
Mrs. Tyler. The filmmakers probably
felt that a proper, modem day femme
fatale must be believable. Another
face from the gritty world of the 1940s
crime films is Richard Wydmark who
Elays Greer's shady lawyer. Though
e's not exactly rolling wheelchairridden, old ladies off staircases, be is
still quite loathesome.

The he-man tone of the film is
established early as Jake philosophically tells Terry about Jessica stabbing him in the crotch asking, "Isn't
that what they always go for?
Following this exchange, the two
guys race down Sunset Boulevard in
shiny sports cars showing their virile,
wreckless masculinity and also showing that Jake is a wacko.
For all their manliness, though,
these characters fall prey to the allpowerfull and corrupting influence of
greed and greedy women. In this
story everyone is guilty of something.
Terry has almost taken on a feeling of
self- loathing because of his shady
past. In the tradition of "On the Waterfront" Terry, like Terry Malloy,
confesses he threw the big game for
the profit of his gambling buddies. It
is the white collar, business world
that corrupts all, of which Greer and
Wydmark are symbols. At its silliest,
"Against All Odds" attempts to portray the business world as one that
crushes the chances of love as well as
personal honor.
Taylor Hackf ord directed the script
by Eric Hughes. The R-rated
"Against All Odds" is playing uptown
at Ua-Zel cinema.
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Leonard Marty creates glass wonders

University School of Art graduates
1 st glassworking major
by Pat Panchak
As senior Leonard Marty creates
his latest piece of pass art, he is
oblivious to everything else. He
moves carefully, from the work area
to the blazing furnace, and back. His
eyes never seem to stray from the
red-hot mass at the end of the glassblower's blowing stick. His eyes are
transfixed on the spinning glass, willing it to take the shape henas pictured
in his mind. Handling the fragile
material delicately, he spins and
shapes it with a special tool. By applying gentle pressure to the maleable
bubble of heated glass, he transforms
it into a goblet.
In the spring, Marty will be the
first glass art specialist to graduate
from the University's School of Art.
His degree will be called a Bachelor of
Fine Arts with a specialty in glass.
Currently, Marty is exhibiting 13
works in in a University art show and
has placed first and third for some of
his pieces in addition to receiving an
honorable mention. In the exhibit,
Marty was presented with the James.
W. Strong Award for achievement in
glass, a encore performance by

first person to declare glass as his
specialty at a time when there was no
program at the University. The
softspoken Marty, along with the
guidance of assistant professor Robert Hurlstone, established the glass
art program.
Although Marty is a man who
knows his craft and is confident with
his abilities, he is uncertain of where
glassblowing will lead him. "I'm not
sure what I can do with it as far as it
being my main source of income. It's
expensive to get started, but if I had
my own studio, I could make enough
money to support myself."
Such uncertainty does not stop
Marty. It is this uncertainty of glassworking that attracts him to this art
medium. With glass, he maintains,
the work of art is spontaneous.
"There is a certain spontaneous element of danger (in working with
glass)." According to Marty, glass as
an artistic medium has only been in
existence for about 20 years. "It's so
fresh and new, and that's why it
excited me." He said that while the
Europeans have been blowing glass
for years, they have never approached it as a medium for artistic
expression, but a functional art form

In I960, in the middle of his college used only to make goblets, vases and
sophomore year, Marty became the bowls.

Marty has expanded this purpose
for glassware into a form of artistic
expression instead of using glassblowing just to create functional pieces.
AT THE AGE of 22, Marty now
spends much of his time at the Art
Annex building, where the University
glassworking facilities are located.
"Actual glassblowing time is, maybe
seven hours a week, Dut I'll be in the
studio finishing pieces for up to 40
hours." he said.
Spending so much time with his
glassworking has had its drawbacks.
It has forced Marty to take five years
including three summers, to complete
his coursework.
"I'm serious about my work," he
said, adding that most serious art
students are unable to complete their
coursework in the typical four years
because of the long hours of lab work
involved.
To Marty, however, the time is
well-spent because he is competitive
when It comes to art. "I've got to get
my art, my ideas into the museums
before another artist does," he said.
It is toward the museums and the
glass collector's galleries that the
years of working in glass have been
aimed. "I'd love to get into the big
museums and leave something behind. The Corning Glass Museum in

N*r

New York, that's one of g<
like to leave my name be ft
But the money's imp nl
Marty said, adding tha
thing about art school di
that they can't practice
because of money.
WHILE MARTY is w
the art of glassworking
not make him a million-M h
to be able to eventually
money to have his owi
that will take exorbitan
money. Marty said to
furnace at the tempera .
to heat the glass (2300 d<
heit) would take $500 in
month, alone.
Since Marty realizes
studio will have to wait
ing other options of wh
when he graduates. Thi
will work as a gradual
the 14th annual St
Workshop for art and c
in Minturn, Colo. Af
would like to return to
degree and teach glassv4ju
University level.
In the meantime, M
some of his work at th
Studio Fine Arts Gallei
Main Street, and makes
his family and friends. I
is exhibiting his work
Annual Fine Arts Show
April 15 and will run un
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Art exhibition in progress
e 33rd Annual Student Art Exhibition is in full swing. With over 350
works of art chosen from over 1000
works submitted, the art exhibit is a
collection of some of the finest works
done by University art students over
the past year.
"We try to take the best of every
area and then try to get at least one
piece of everybody's art because it is
a student art show," Anya Firszt,
award winner and a member of the
exhibit organizing committee, said.
"It's diversified," she said, "there
is a lot of different art and different
media (exhibited)."
Works in each of 12 categories are
exhibited. Awards are given to the

works judged exceptional. First, second, third and honorable mentions are
ghren out to the best in each category,
and other awards (the James W.
Strong Awards), are given in selected
areas.
But awards are not the only reason
that the students exhibit their work.
"I wasn't striving to get an award,"
Beth Sherrick said, also an award
winner and a member of the organizing committee. "I just wanted to get
my work shown, and this is an opportunity for other people to see my
work, and maybe to sell it."
The art exhibit is also a chance for
the students to plan, organize an
exhibit. Students', led by committee

photo/Jim Youll

members Barb Sherrick, Anya Firszt,
Paul Lyons, and Lisa Rice are responsible for most of the preparation and
running of the show.
"There's a lot of things we've got to
do just to get started, then we've got
to place everything to sort of jive with
one another," Firszt said. "We have
to pretty much decide on it ourselves."
The exhibit, sponsored by the Bowling Green State University Alumni
Association and the Parents Club, is
open to the public until Wednesday,
May 2. The McFall Gallery is open on
weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to S p.m.
and on weekends from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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Nia Kuumba expands to jazz, pop music
by Marcy Grand*
Their bodies slithered and
arched to the beat. Girls in tights and
leotards and legwarmers and cut-up
sweatshirts tried to get their
movements together while counting
to the rhythm of the Manhatten
Transfers' "Bird Dance."
The girls, who were practicing for
their upcoming performance are
members of the Nia Kuumba dance
troupe, a dance company striving to
live up to its name which means
"creativity" and "purpose" in African, according to senior Cheryl Dodd,
who is also a choreographer.
Whether or not the troupe can
achieve this feat will be proven Tuesday, April 24at 8 p.m. when the 11member company presents its annual
performance in Kooacker Hall.
One aspect of the show is certain,
said senior and choreographer Arlana
Wbitson:
"You will not get bored with this
concert," she promised.
The concert differs from last year's
in that the company is deviating from
performing limited styles of dance.
"Last year, we did a lot of ballet
and modern dance. But this year,
we're going all the way," Dodd said,
referring to the varieties of dance
styles featured in the production.
Under the advising of Dr. John
Scott, director of ethnic cultural arts
and ethnic studies, and the direction
of President and senior Jaqueline
Evans, Nia Kuumba is vigorously
practicing for the concert which includes dance styles ranging from

Kuumba choreograph three of its
dances.
Though Nia Kuumba performs one
concert a year, the company does
entertain on special occasions.
"We danced at the recent Ms.
Bronze Pageant and the Phi Beta
Sigma (fraternity) Falcon Festival,"
Dodd said.
While Nia Kuumba is a small company, all students are invited to audition in the fall.
"There are no special requirements, Whitson said. If people work
hard, and we see they are very dedicated then we'll take them. But anyone can have a chance. We teach
them a dance, and if we see that they
are really trying, then we teach them
and iust make them good at what they

Th« co»t of Nia Kuumba prepare (or Iholr upcoming performance.

contempory and modern to jazz and
ballet.
Other songs to which the group
choreographed dances include the
theme of the Pink Panther, Michael
Jackson's "Thriller" and "Beat It,"
Phil Collins' "In the Air" and an
African number entitled, "Demon
Celebration."
Whitson, along with senior choreographer Telain Ware, said the group
assembled two videos. These two
numbers, which were recently tele-
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vised as part of the Ethnic Cultural
Arts Program presented by WBGUTV, will also be performed in the
concert.
Along with Nia Kuumba, Toledo
dancer Reva Rice and her company
will perform two of their own numbers in the show during the 11/2 hourlong prodution. The Reva Rice Company, which Whitson said basically
performs jazz, will contribute two
numbers to Nia Kuumba's eight. Of
those eight numbers, Rice helped Nia

Though Nia Kuumba consists of
mostly females, one member is the
exception. His name is Lamont Wagner, and he was a Falcon football
fullback last semester.
Being part of the company naturally requires a time commitment at
least once a week. On Sundays, the
group gets together from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m., but in January, when prepartation for the concert begins, practices
are more frequent.
"In February, we started holding
rictices on Saturdays from 10 a.m.
1:30 p.m. and 10 a.m. to noon on
Sundays in addition to our evening
Kictiees," Whitson said. Tickets for
esday evening's performance cost
$2 for students and $4 for adults and
will be sold at the door.

Husbands' tunes, antics delight audience
by Marcy Grande
Before performing a number in the
Union's Grand Ballroom Wednesday
night dressed in white jeans and tennis shoes, he sprawled out on the
grand piano bench with his arm wrapped around one knee while the other
knee dangled down. He joked with the
audience and asked to be excused if
he messed up on the piano because "I
can't play.'' Then, John Husbands,
senior computer science major, proceeded to sing and play a flawless
song he wrote for his girlfriend, Joanie.
Husbands, may be familiar to students who attend weekend masses at
St. Thomas More University Parish.
He is one of the guitar players who
assists musician Tom Gorman with
the music ministry. Upperclassmen
may recognize Husbands as the other
half of a former duet called, "Those

Guys." Last year, Husbands frequently entertained the campus community with musician Chris
Reynolds, until Reynolds graduated
from the University.
This year, if .Husbands performed
in a duet, it was most likely with
Gorman who directs the University
Folk Ensemeble.
While Husbands maintains that he
enjoys working with Gorman, he comKred the major differences between
n and Gorman. "Tom is more of a
performer. He takes serious pride in
his work, where I'm more of an entertainer, and my priority is to make
people laugh."
"Make them laugh" is what he did
Wednesday night with his spontaneous antics. At one point in the
production, Husbands and his accompanying violist, Evan Chambers were

Salute to
Seniors
SAVINGS

will appear again
next Wed., April 25
LOOK FOR IT!

temporarily tangled in wires of the
band equipment.
As the two have come to know each
other as musicians, Husbands contends that things have worked out
because they have rubbed off on each
other.
"I had to perform more and Tom
had to entertain more, just like the
other night when we did a concert at
Harshman, I never saw Tom get so
silly," Husbands said.
Throughout the year, Husbands and
Gorman have played together on several occasions. University Activities
Organization sponsored the production called "Two Men With Beards."
"Tom and I were just thinking the
other day; in church, it seems like all
the male guitar players have facial
hair," Husbands said. Thus, borne the
name.

Accompanied by drummer, Chris
Cummings, Chambers and occasionally by five back-up vocalists who call
themselves "The Suburbs," Husbands and Gorman played contemporary classics from artists like James
Taylor and Kenny Loggins, in addition to their own works.
Before the end of the semester,
Husband said he and Gorman have a
few more dates set aside to play
around campus, before Husband
graduates and completes four years
of performing for the campus community.
What Husbands has taken pride in
the most about his college career as a
musician is obvious.
"Seeing people enjoy the same
thing I enjoy is rewarding," he said,
e thing;in their eyes."
"I can see something

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON
THE WAY TO THE FORUM
APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
(4/21 Matinee 3:00)

Adults $5.00
Students $3.00

CALL 372-2719 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
Box office ojien
9:00-5:00
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